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From MOROAN & SCOTT'S LIST. 

SACRED SONGS AND SOLOS WITH STANDARD 
HYMNS. 

BY I~A D. SAN KEY. 

The Va,.ious Editions include-

750 PIECES. Words only, from id. Music and Words, 2s. 6d. 
Containing all the Original Hymns sung at the memorable Evangelistic Campaigns conducted by 
Messrs. Moody and Sankey. 

888 PIECES. Words only, from 4d. Music and Words, 3s. 6d. 
Containing the Volume of 750 Pieces and" NEW HYMNS AND SOLOS" (138 Pieces), a choice Selec· 
tion by well-known Composers. 

1169 PIECES. Words only, from 4d. Music and Words, 4s. 6d. 
Containinlf both the above-mentioned Collections bound together with " THE CHRISTIAN CHOIR: 
(281 Pieces), and forming a most useful Collection for Evangelistic Meetin gs and Mission Servioes. 

1200 PIECES. Words only, from 2d. Music and Words, 2s. 6d. 
Containing a careful selection from the three above-mentioned Volumes,together with a large number 
of the latest and best Songs by the same Authors and Composers, forming a splendid collection for 
Congregational use_ In thiB Volume th_ Hymns are classifted under Subject-Heading., and are numbered 
consecutively throughout. 

"FOR US MEN." 
Chapters on Redemption Truths. 

By SIR ROBERT ANDERSON, K.C.B., LL.D. 
Cloth board., gilt, 28. 6d. net (post/ree, 2 •. 10d.). 

" Thoughtful and yet simply expressed chapters 
on redemption truths. . . • Sir Robert Anderson 
will earn the thanks of his readers by his earnest 
and reverent exposition of the Gospel, and also 
for his plain speaking in regard to the Higher 
Criticism. "-Newca8tle Daily Chronicle. 

MANY INFALLIBLE 
PROOFS The Evidences of Chl'ls-

• t1anlty; 01', The Written 
and Living Word of God. 

By REV. A. T. PIERSON, D.D. 
Cloth boards, 28. 6d. 

Cloth. bevelled boards, gilt <dgel, 38. 6d. 

"Itis the book which the present period needs." 
-Sword and TrQ'/J)e!. 

EVERY THURSDAY. 

FOUNDATION TRUTHS 
OF THE GOSPEL. 

A statement of Evangelical Truth. 
Nineteen Chapters dealing with vital topics, by 

Bishop of Durham (Dr. Moun), Rev. GUINNESS 
ROOERS, D. D., Canon R. B. GIRDLESTONE, M.A., 
Rev. F. R MEYER, RA., Sir ROBERT ANDERSON, 
Rev. F. S. WEBSTER, M.A., and other well-known 
authors. 

Cloth boards, 28. net (post free 28. M.). 

CHRIST AND THE 
SCRIPTURES. 

By ADOLPH SAPHIR, D.D. 

192 pp. Tinted covers, 6d. net (post/ree, Bd.). 
Ctoth boards, 18. 6d. 

" Contains a mighty truth, that ChriBt i3 the All 
in All of the Scriptures. It is written with great 
clearness, force, and beauty."-Lay Preacher. 

ONE PENNY. 

THE BEST WEEKLY RELIGIOUS PAPER FOR THE HOME. 
Contains each week Articles Helpful to Converts, News of Evangelistic Work and Missionary 

Enterprise, Biographical Sketch with Portrait, Dally Bible Readings, Notes on the International 
Sunday School Lessons, Christian Endeavour Column, The Young .People's Page, And many other 
features of interest. 

WRITE FOR SPECIMEN COPY, POST FREE TO ANY ADDRESS~ 

LONDON: MOROAN & .5COTT, 12, PATERNOSTER BUlLDINOS. 
Showrooms: 30, PATE~NOSTE~ ROW, E.C. 

And of any BookselJer. 
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NATIONAL CHURCH LEAGUE. 
(Qr1l2 ~lluttll .af Q!Inglaub 1rtagut & Iltafhmal ~tUfll11fanf 

~llulttlt ltniun.) 

.. CATHOLIC ApOSTOLIC. REFORMED. PROTESTANT." 

Prosident-W. D. CRUDDAS. Esq. Chairman ofCounci1~THE REV. PREBENDARY WEBB·PEPLOE. 

Chairman of" Executlv_THE VERY REV. THE DEAN OF CANTERBURY. 

THE NATIONAL CHURCH LEAGUE has been formed by the amalgama· 
tion of the Church of England League and the National Protestant 

Church Union. 
These Societies have been engaged for many years in the defence and pro

motion of the Reformed Faith of the Church of England, and have now joined 
forces for the continuance of the same work. 

It is the aim of the LEAGUE to maintain the comprehensive character of the 
Church of England in the broad and tolerant spirit which has been its glory in 
the past, while at the same time repudiating errors such as those which the 
recent Report of the Royal Commission on Ecclesiastical Discipline has shown 
to prevail to an increasing extent in the Church. 

The LEAGUE carries on its work on educational and spiritual lines. It sets 
forward works of piety and oharity in cordial co-operation with all parochial 
clergy who are faithful to the principles of the English Reformation. 

It aims at founding and supporting schools, Training Colleges, and religious 
institutions for inculcating, 'spreading, and defending those principles. 

It supports the authorities of the National Church in the maintenance of the 
law, it upholds the Prayer Book and Articles as the standard of doctrine and 
worship in the Church of England, and opposes the introduction into the 
services of the Church of anything inconsistent therewith. 

It organizes sermons and courses of lectures on Church History and the 
Prayer Book, establishes branches and arranges Meetings throughout the 
country, and publishes and circulates literature bearing on Church questions. 

Membership of the LEAGUE is open only to members of the Church of 
England. 

The League is not a narrow, a party, or a political Society. 

Funds are Urgently Needed for the Maintenance and 
Extension of its Work. 

For further particulars apply to the General Secretary, 

SIR C. ROBERT LIGHTON, Bapt. 

6, OROSVENOR MANSIONS. 82, VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S. W. 
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THE CHURCH OF IRELA.ND. 
"CATHOLIC, APOSTOLIC, REFORMED, PROTESTANT." 

After her Disendowment, a Fund was founded in England for the purpose of helping thole Pariah.s, 
ma.lnly in the South and West, which by the poverty of their members, and where the Protestants are few, are 
unable to maintain their clergyman and service without outside help. 

Last year Grants were made to 101 Parishes, in which the need was greatest and the local efforts had 
been made most earnestly. 

THE "LONDON COMMITTEE IN AID" 
OF 

THE CHURCH OF IRELAND SU8TENTATION FUND 
earnestly presents the caBe of their Pellow-Churchmen in Ireland to Friends In England. 

Patron The Very Rev. the Dean of Norwich. 
Ohairman of Committee - The Lord elaud Hamilton. 

Donations may be sent to Messrs. COUTTS, 444, Strand, London, W.C. ; or to the National Bank, Chariug 
Cross, London, S. W., in either Bank to "the account of the Trustees, Sir C. R. LIOHTON. Bart., and Rev. 
J. E. CAMPBELL COLQUROUN"; or to the Hon. Secretaries, the Misses NUGENT, 29, Eaton Terrace, London, B. W., 
who wlll gladly supply any information desired. 

London & South- Western Railway Servants' Orphanage. 
dEFFREYS ROAD, CLAPHAM, & CUILDFORD ROAD, SOUTH LAMBETH, S.W. 

Founded 1885 by the Re1J. Canon Alien Edwards, M.A. 

Patrons' J Rt. Hon. The EARL OF ABERDEEN, P.C., G.C.Y.G., LL.D. President & 'l'r11Btee: 
. (Rt. Hon. The EARL OF RoSlIBERV, K.G., K.T., P.C. Sir CHARLES SCOTTER, J.P. 

Trustees' {Sir WILLIAM W. PORTAL, D.L., J.P., Bart., Sir CnARLIIS OWENS, 
• Rev. Canon ALLEN EDWARDS, M.A., and D. DRUMMOND, Esq., C.E. 

Hon. Treasurer: Sir FREDERICK FITZWVGRAM, Bart. Hon. Auditor: JOHN O. CARTER. Esq. 
Hon. Secretary: Ohalrman of Board of Management: General Secretary : 

J. H. VICKERV, Esq. THOMAS HIGGS, Esq. Mr. H. G. WARN>:. 

A Home for the Fatherless Children of South-Western Rallway.servants, on whose voluntary 
I:ontrlbutions and those of the Publll: It Is mainlY dependent. 

The only Railway Servants' Orphanage In the South of England. £16 will support a child In the Institu
tion for one year. 118 Orphans now ma.lntalned, and FUNDS UROENTLY NEEDED towards the new 
Orphanage to be erected in the country. Subscriptions and Donations gratefnlly received by the Secretary, 
80, Jeffreys Road, Clapham, S.W. £500 endows a Dormitory in the New Building, and £100 a cot. Five 
Oulneas Annually I:oostltutes a Life Oovernor. 

TH.~ INTERPRETER 
:El Gl,uarterI12 lnaga3fne or 113fbIfcaI an~ ttbeologtcaI $tu~12. 

JULY, 1907.-Some Contents: 
The Historical Character of the Fourth G08Del. 

REV. WALTER LOCK, D.D., Ireland, Professor of Exegesis, o"xford. 
The Irony of Christ. 

REV. CANON CREZTWELL, M.A • 

• arael and Greece. 
Rl:v. CANON FOAKES.JACI<SON, D.D., Dean of Jesus College, Cambridge. 

The Church of Scotland and its Confession of Faith. 
JOHN HERKLESS, Professor of Ecclesiastical History, St. Andrews. 

Antlochu8 Ep-Iphanes and the Maacabaes. 
TROMAS HODGKIN, D.C.L., D.LITT • 

.Judas 'scarlot. 
Rev. w. A. Cox, M.A., Fellow of St. John'. College, Cambridge. 

Christ's Deep-er Thought Beneath Hie Proml .. of Rast. 
Rev. H. W. CLARK. 

LONDON: SIMPKIN, MARSHALL, HAMILTON, KENT & CO., LTD. 

11- net. Annual Subscription (416 post rree) to be paid to the MANAGER, 
11 Interpreter" Offlce, AL TRINCHAM, MANCHESTER. 

SOCIETY FOR BIBLICAL STUDY. 
ThI. SOCiety seeks to give direction to all students of the Scriptnre., whether more or less advanced. It 

gives free advice to isolated members, and supplies them with courses of study. It is under the direction of 
a oouncil which includes the leading names at all the British Universities. The annual subscription of 6s. 
admit. to membership and entitles the member to Th. Int.rpreter and the publications of the Society. 
Further p~rtlcnlars from the Secretary-F. C. COOK, 85, Donovan Avenue, Muswell Hill, N. 
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Elliot Stock's New Books. 
In demll 8vo., cloth, gilt lettered, price Ss. net. 

AN EXPOSITION OF THE GOSPEL OF ST. MARK. By the late 
WILLIAM KELLY. Edited, with Additions, by E. E. Whitfield. 

The BisMP of Durham writes: .. In rega.rd of both parts I wish to thank you cordially for 
putting into my hands a work in which, in a degree now so rare, real learning and mental power 
IS combined with reverential faith in the Word of God written." 

"It was wise to edit it thoroughly before publication. This has been done by Mr. E. E. 
Whittield. His full and scholarly notes at the end of the volume will give the book a place 
among the commentaries which have to be consulted. "-Expository Times. 

FOURTH EDITION. In crown 8"0., cloth, gilt lettered, price 6s. mt. 

HISTORIO NOTES ON THE BOOKS OF THE OLD AND NEW 
TESTAMENTS. By SAMUEL SHARPE. 
" A work written in 1858 foreshadowing many of the modern conclusions as to the historic 

fa.cts of the Bible history. Mr. Sharpe has translated the Bible and written numerous works. 
Bible students will welcome his book. "-Dundee Advertise,'. 

In demy 81/0., cloth, gilt lettered, price 6s. 

THE MAKING OF A MIRAOLE; or, the True Story of New Pompeii. 
By T. W. S. JONES. 

The book contains such a revelation of the inner workings of Popery as may be 
surprising to those too candid and trustful English folk who judge the great and portentous 
Romanist system by the softened and almost rational aspect it wears in Great Britain. 

In demy 81/0., consisting ofO'lJer 350 pp., bound in cloth, price 78. 6d. net.~ 

THE AFTER LIFE. A Help to a Reasonable Belief in the Probation Life 
to Come. By HENRY BUCKLE, of the Burma Oommission, Ret.ired . 

.. The book will be found most valuable as collecting into Dne volume the belief of great 
teachers of all times and of all creeds on the subject under study."-The Outlook. 

" Mr. Buckle's serious interest in his theme is obvious, and he has been at pains to acquaint 
himself with a considerable amount of the literature bearing upon it. "-Scotsman. 

In square crown 8vo., tastefully printed and bound, price 6s. net. 

THE FLOWERS AND TREES OF PALESTINE. A Short Account of 
some of the Flora of that country. By AUGUSTA A. TEMPLE. Illustrated by 40 Photo
gmphs from nature. with an extended Glossary of Flower Names. 

" The work is exceedingly well done, and is interesting from cover to cover. It is a welcome 
addition to existing literature Qn the subject, and the information upon the flowers and trees of 
Palestine is clearly and tersely set out and admirably arranged for reference, whilst the illustra
tions, of which there are forty, are exquisite. "-Worcester Herald. 

"As a Scripture history prize book in schools this book should have a large sale. "-Farm, 
Field, and Fireside. 

NEW VOLUME OF VE~SE. 
In crown 8vo., cloth, gilt lettered, price 3s. 6d. net. 

THE MINISTRY OF THE UNSEEN. Poems. By M. TULLOCH. 

In .... all crown 8vo., cloth, gilt uttered, price 2s. 6d. nil. 

A VIEW OF LIFE. Thoughts for Workers and Idlers. By MARGARET E. 
THOMAS. 

ELLIOT STOOK, 62, PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON, E.O. 
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THE FRIENDS OF ARMENIA. 
Office: 47, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W., 

I 

WHERE WORK DONE BY ARMENIAN WIDOWS AIm ORPHANS IS ALWAYS OH VIEW. 

Pruident: The Lady FRBDERICK CAVENDISH. 
Yict·l'rt8icUnta: The Hon. Mrs. ALISTIIR G. FRABlIR and Mrs. ALFRED BOOTH. 

Chairman: E. WRIGHT BROOKS, Esq. Trell8U""': HECTOR MUNRO FJlRGUSON, Esq. 
&",.tary: Miss E. CANTLOW. Assistant SecretaMj : Mi88 E. PAGE. 

A SELEOTION OF BEAUTIFUL EMBROIDERIES 
Will be offered for Sale at the 

Balkan Village, Earl's Oourt Exhibition, 
FROM SATUR7>AY. MAY 4th. UNTIL THE END OF OCT07JER. 
The Articles are all sold for the beneil.t of the Armenian Widows and Orphans, and comprise Wrap_, 

D'Oyleys, Bedspreads, Afternoon Tea Cloths, Cushion Covers, Dress Trimmings, etc. An especially good 
assortment of fine linen lace·edged Handkerchiefs has recently arrived from Armenia. 

Ter,"s I Cash only. No Agents e,"ployed. 

EDUCATIONAL. 
81. LAWRENCE COLLECE, 81. LAWRENCE-ON-SEA, RAMSCATE. 

FO~ME~LY "THE SOUTH.EA.STE~N COLLEGE." 

CHURCH of England Public School on the PRINCIPLES OF THE REFORMATION. 
Approved by ARMY COUNCIL, recognised by the ROYAL COLLEGES of PHY· 

SICIANS and SURGEONS. Entrance Scholarships: March, July, December. JUNIOR 
SCHOOL in separate buildings.-For list of successes and full particulars apply HEADMASTER. 

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE, 
Near TENBU~Y, WO~CESTE~SHI~E. 

BOYS thoroughly prepared for Public Schools. Most healthy situation j largtl playing fields 
and Fives Courts; separate cubicles. Head master, REV. W. A. RENWICK, M.A., 

late Scholar of Hertford College, Oxford. 

APPLY: REV. THE WARDEN. 

EASTBOURNE COLLEGE. 
President: THE DUKE OF DEVONSHIRE, K.G. 

Headmaster: REV. F. S. WILLIAMS, M.A., late Assistant·Master at Rugby School. 

THE School is a First·Grade School for the Sons of Gentlemen. Boys are prepared for 
the Universities, the Army and Civil Services, Professions, and Commercial Life. There 
are Special Army and Engineering Classes. Physical Drill is compulsory for the 

whole School. 

DOVER COLLEGE. 
A School for Moderate (Jhurch'l'M'lh DOVER PRIORY BUILDINGS (1180 A.D.). 

SCHOLARSHIPS by each. term's Common EDtrance Examination. Exhibitions for Sons of 
Clergy. Approved by Army Council. Holders of the Ashburton Shield. High percent· 

age of successes direct for Woolwich and Sandhurst, but not exclusively an Army School. 
Separate bedrooms in Boarding.houses. Headmaster: Rev. W. C. COMPTON, M.A. 

Scbool for tbe lDaugbters of Gentlemen. 'Resft>ent PUpils onl\? 

CHURCH HOUSE,. W'ORTHING. 

RECOGNISED by Board of Education. Resident Staff includes two University 
Graduates, Art Master, Games Mistress, a North German Lady, and a Parisienne. 

Every educational advantage with happy home. School orchestra. Highest references. 
-Address PRINCIPALS. 
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<tbllrcb of 15nglanb Zcnana mtsstona~ Soctetl? 
Par Evangelistic, Medical and Educational Work among tbe 

Women of India and Cblna. 
Patrone •• : H.R.H. THE DUCHESS OF CONNAUGHT. 
President: THE HON. LADY PEEK. 
Chairman: Sir W. MAOKWORTH YOUNG, K.C.S.I. 

The SOCiety has at present 65 Stations, and Employs 217 Missionaries 
In Home and Looa.! Connection, 89 Assistant Missionaries, and over 800 
Bible·Women and Teachers. 

It has 20 luIly·equipped Hospita.Is and 52 Dispensaries. Over 
280,000 cases were treated last year. 

The Magazines of the Society: India', Wmnen and China', Daughter., 
published monthly (Id.); Daybreak, quarterly (Id.); HOrM' of the Ba.t, 
quarterly (id.). 
DONATIONS er. SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE MUCH NEEDED. 

HQn. T"easurer: Col. ROBT. WILLIAMS, M.P. 
SeeretaM: Clerical-Rev. G. TONGE, M.A. ; Lay-Mr. H. L. HEBBBRT. 

Centra.! Association-Miss MULVANY. 
ottIc_27, CHANCERY LANE, LONDON, W.C. 

SHORT BIBLE NOTES 
FOR EVERY DAY IN THE YEAR, 

PAROCHIAL MISSIONS TO THE JEWS 
AT HOME AND ABROAD. 

By O. ALDRIDGE. 
London: Partrld&"O &: CO. IS. net. 

May a.Iso be obtained of the foIlowing Agenta ; 
Birmingham: Cornish Bros. 
Leamington: W. H. Smith and Sons. 
Liverpool: Vickers and Woodftne. 
Sheffield: Hartley Seed. 

And through all Booksellers. 
IJilhop of Liverpool-" They look very useful, and 

the poetica.I quotations at the end of each reading 
seem especia.Ily well chosen." 

Dean of 04,'1 .. 1<-" It ought to be a great help to 
many." 

Canon Ford- " It is ca.Iculated to be very useful in 
every way.u 

" LIBERATOR" 

Hon. Se08.-C.u:ON BmJAlIfEs E. PmLIPps,Bart. 
THE REV. M. J. BUTTON. 

Org. $eC.-REV. W. O. E. OESTEBLEY, B.D. 

Work In London, Llrerpool, Manch.st." Leeds, Bombay. 

Applications for Grants have constantly to be 
,refused owing to want of Funds. 

O1II.ce: 39, VIOTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W. 

RELIEF FUND. 
~atron: H.R.H. PRINCE CHRISTIAN. 

£10,000 required to Relieve New a.nd Urgent Cases. 
HUNDREDS of aged and amioted viotims, so oruelly 

robbed of their life-savings by the great Liberator 
Fraud, just as they were hoping to enjoy the fruit of their 
industry and thrift. Many of them are members of the 
Churoh of England. Cheques and P.O.'s should be sent to the 
Seoretary, Rev. J. STOCKWELL WATTS, 16, Farringdon 
Street, E .C. 

SPEECH FOR THE DEAF. 
The A_oc/at/on tor the Oral Instruction or the Dear and Dumb, 

11, Fltzl'OJl Sqlla_, W'L. educates ChUdren upon the pure Ora.! 8ystam and trains Teachers 
both for Publio and Private work. Lip.reading taught to Children and Adiiite who are incurably 
deaf. For a.II particulan apply to the Dfrector, 

WILLIAM VAN PRAAGH, 11, Fltzroy Square, W. 

PBOTESTABT BEPOBM:ATIOB SOCIETY. 
The OLDEST Ohurch Society for the Maintenance of the Religious Principles of the Reformation. 

The ONLY Mission to Roman OathoUoelD England. 
EstabUshed 1827. MISSIONARY. EDUOATIONAL. :BVANGELISTIO. 

JUST PUBLISHED. THE PROTESTANT DICTIONARY. 
B_"tlf'ully IlIlIstrated. 158. net. Of Res! and Permanent Value to a Clergyman, 

Minister, Teacher, Protestant Worker, Public or Parochia.! Library. 

FUNDS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED. WALTER A. LIHBRICK,liec., 62, Berne .. St., London, W. 
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SUMMER HOLIDAYS. 
COOK'S CONDUCTED AR.R.ANGEMENTS INCLUDE 

PARIS BELGIUM HOLLAND 
RHINE GERMANY AUSTRIA 
SWITZERLAND NORWAY SWEDEN 
DENMARK SAXON SWITZERLAND DOLOMITES 
THURINOIAN ALPS SALZKAMMERGUT SCOTLAND 

IRELAND and ROUND THE WORLD. 
The Fares provide for travel tickets, hotels, fees to railway and hotel servants, carriage or 

8teamer e,xcuraions according to circumstances, and services of conductor. 
PROGRAMMES POST FREE. 

Particulars of POPULAR TOURS combining travel and hotel, and of INDEPENDENT 
TICKETS for all Parts of the Globe, also gratis on application. 

THOS. COOK & SON, LUDCATE CIRCUS, LONDON; AND BRANCH OFFICES. 

THE EAST & THE WEST. 
B GluarterI\? lRe\'iew for tbe Stub\? of misSions. 

The Archbishop of Canterbury says: "I rejoice to hear that a fresh effort is to be 
made to increase the already large circulation of what is indi8'f,utably OUI' foremost 
millionary magazine' THE EAST AND THE WEST.' From the first THE EAST AND THE 
WEST' has been abie to evoke and stimulate the interest of many people who were 
perhaps disinclined to give much time or attention to such questions. It has also been 
of the greatest advantage to those who are alrea.dy familiar with the subject by bringing 
fresh light to bear from many different quarters upon the problems and perplexities of 
our endeavour. 1 should like to see its cil'culation inCI'eased tenfold." 

Vol. 6. July, 1907. No. 19. 

CONTENTS. 
Female Education in Asia. 

lIy the Hon. J. FERGUSON, C.M.G., Member of the Legis!&tlve Council of Ceylon. 

The Growth of Christianity in the Early Centuries and in India T04ay 
a Comparison and a Contrast. 

By the Rev. N. MACNICOL (U.F. Church of Scotland). 

Bush Brotherhood.s in Queensland. 
By the Rev. H. L. PUXLJ:Y. 

The Wanill'g Influence of Hon.Christian Religions in India. 
By the Rev. HECTOR McNEILE. 

An Outpost of the Empire: A Hew Guinea Government Report. 
By the Hev. W. R. MOUNSEY. 

The Influence of Laymen on Missions. 
By the Rev. T. A. GURNEY. 

Have we Spoilt the Hative in South Africa? 
By the Rey. A. C. BuD. 

Items of work in South India. 
By the Rey. Oanon MABGOIICHIS. 

Some Aspects of Eastern IChristianity. 
By the Rev. O. H. PARRY (Archbishop'S A88yri&n Mission). 

Editorial Hotes. 

Reviews: Church and Empire. Coillard of the Zambesi. The Lower Higer 
and its Tribes. The Development of Religion in Japan, etc. 

ONE SHILLING NET; or 4s. a year, post free, if prepaid. 

SOCIETY FOR THE PROPAGATION OF THE GOSPEL IN FOREIGN PARTS, 
19, DELAHA Y STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W. 
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TELEPHONE: 602 Holbom. 

EDE, SON & RAVENSCROFT 
Founded In the Reign 0' Will/am and Mary, 1689. 

113\? 1Ro\?al ~ appointments 

CLERICAL ROBE MAKERS and TAILORS, 
93 & 94, CHANCERY LANE, LONDON. 

NATIONAL CHURCH LEAGUE. 

BY THE LATE CANON MEYRICK. 
Sunday Observance. 

An Argument and Plea for the Old English Sunday. 5s. 

Scriptural and Catholic Truth and Worshl.p ; 
Or, The Faith and Worship of the Primitive, the Medimval and 

the Reformed Anglican Churches. 2s. 6d. net. 
" A remarkable and most valuable book."--Record. 

Old Anglicanism and Modern Ritualism. 
"Of great interest and value"-Spectator. 2s. 6d. net. 

The Conf'esslonal. 

Ritual and Ritualism. A Catechism. 

3d. net. 

2d. net 

The above, which are specially recommended, can be obtained from 
the Librarian, 6, Grosvenor Mansions, Victoria Street, S.W. 

Full (Jatalogue3 on application. 

HOME MISSIONS of the CHURCH. 
(Additional Cura.tes Society.) 

To support Clergymen for work among the Poor. 

OFFICE: 39 VW£ORIA STREET, WESTMINSTER. 

TUASUJl,ERS: C. T. ARNOLD, EsQ., AND RT. HON. JOHN G. TALBOT, M.P. 
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'(tbe montb. 

The 
THE withdrawal of Mr. McKenna's Passive Resist

Education ance Bill, and the announcement that the Govern
Question. ment intend to deal with the entire subject of 

Education next year, constitute a twofold reason for satisfac
tion. Persistence with Mr. McKenna's Bill would only have 
led to fresh controversy, more heated than ever, while the 
promise that the whole subject is to be reconsidered will enable 
all parties to take counsel during the next few months with a 
view to a genuine settlement. The Archbishop of Canterbury in 
his address to his Diocesan Conference last month struck the right 
keynote when he said that he believed in the possibility of a 
solution of our difficulties which would retain for our elementary 
education its religious character, while admitting in every reason
able way the principles of popular control and the exemption of 
a professional teacher from anything that could rightly be called 
a denominational test. These are frank admissions, and ought 
to go very far to remove difficulties on the opposite side. It only 
remains for the whole body of Churchmen to adopt the same wise 
and broad attitude here laid down by the Archbishop. The one 
question for Churchmen is that they should be united in their 
Education policy. I t is impossible to deny the truth of the 
Premier's complaint that hitherto it has not been easy for the 
Government to know what the Church really desired, since the 
Archbishop of Canterbury, Mr. Balfour, and Lord Halifax seem to 
represent different, and in some respects differing, policies. We 
sincerely trust that courtsels of wisdom and peace will prevail, 
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and that the Archbishop's confidence will be thoroughly justified, 
that" the apparently conflicting elements are capable of recon
ciliation if there be wise and reasonable guidance on each side." 

No one can fail to be touched by the earnest 
~: ~:!::l and powerful plea for peace in the Church made by 

the Bishop of London at the Cuddesdon Festival, 
for it is assuredly true that the witness and progress of the 
Church are hindered by "our unhappy divisions." We wish, 
however, that we could take the . .same roseate view the Bishop 
takes of the present conditions of Church life. To us the facts 
point in an entirely different direction. Witness the way in 
which the recommendations of the Royal Commission about 
Roman practices have been received by those who are guilty of 
breaches of the law. Witness the apparent impotency of the 
Bishops to cause that breaches be "promptly made to cease." 
Witness the way in which the Bishop of Bombay's effort to 
bring his clergy within the law have been opposed by the 
extreme party at home. Witness the churches in the Diocese 
of London itself where the diocesan's monitions are unheeded. 
In view of these facts, and many more that could be adduced, is 
there not a great fear of crying" Peace, peace, where there is 
no peace"? They are not the enemies of peace, or of our 
Church, who call attention to these matters, for it is only by 
taking cognizance of all the facts of the situation that we shall 
arrive at a true view of our condition and be enabled to act in 
the light of it. 

The 
Question of 

Ideals. 

Amid the controversies of the day it is only too 
possible to overlook the great principles that under
lie the questions at issue. Thus, it is sometimes 

made out that the differences between Evangelicalism and 
Ritualism are matters of secondary moment, and that the agree
ment is much more fundamental than the differences. I t is well, 
therefore, to see how the case really stands, and it has been well 
put by the Dean of Canterbury in a recent speech on behalf of 
the National Church League: 
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" The Roman Church had a certain ideal of spiritual life, which was that 
the spiritual life of a man or woman should be under the control and 
direction of the priesthood. As a consequence of that ideal, the practice of 
Confession formed an essential part of the Roman system. The effect of 
the practice of Confession was that every man, woman, and child had to 
submit their spiritual lives to the judgment and guidance, as far as possible, 
of the priest. That, he thought, was a very momentous, a very far-reaching, 
and a very serious thing indeed. What the Reformation did was to break 
that principle, and to tell Christian men and women that they might and 
ought to live their spiritual life in the main with God alone in the secrecy of 
their own consciences, and only to go to the priest for guidance if they found 
their consciences overburdened, and if they could not in their private and 
secret intercourse with God quiet their own consciences. Those two 
ideals, the Roman and the Protestant, they would see, were absolutely 
distinct. " 

This shows the vital issue at stake. The positions of sacer
dotalism on the one hand, and of the ministry of the New 
Testament and the Church of England on the other, are abso
lutely opposed to each other. They cannot both be true, and 
they certainly refuse to be blended. 

The columns of the Record and the Layman 
~r~::;;. during the last month seem to show that Evan-

gelical Churchmen are becoming alive to the neces
sity of providing fuller opportunities for entering the ministry. 
The controversy about Mirfield has called attention to the way 
in which the extreme party are pushing forward this work, and 
making it possible for young men to enter the ministry who, 
though possessed of gifts, are unable to obtain a University 
degree and theological training in the usual way. Canon 
Denton Thompson, with characteristic clearness and frankness, 
strikes the right note when he says that 

" Spiritual and intellectual fitness for the ministry ought surely to be the 
sole qualification for ordination, and no one ought to be debarred from Holy 
Orders simply because he is not possessed with the means required for 
training. If as Evangelicals we are to be found faithful, we must seize the 
opportunities ere they pass-and pass for ever." 

Evangelicals are generally behind in tackling pressing problems, 
as witness their general apathy on the social question, and if 
they do not rouse themselves in the matter of the provision of 

25-2 
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clergy they will only have themselves to blame for allowing a 
magnificent opportunity to slip past them. This does not mean 
that we must provide an Evangelical Mirfield, for we want men, 
not machines-men who know the vigour and spiritual liberty 
of New Testament Christianity. Evangelicals cannot, and will 
not, train men on Mirfield lines. The great need among Evan
gelicals is not so much men as money. There are ways and 
means already in existence for training, and there are many 
young men of the right stamp available if only money were forth
coming. In connexion with our present Theological Colleges 
at Oxford, Cambridge, London, and Birkenhead, there are 
good, if not ample, opportunities for providing the right sort of 
men with the right sort of training. Will not some Evangelical 
Churchmen realize their responsibility in this matter? There 
are not a few who could spare large gifts for this purpose. 

Old 
When the Guardian announced two articles by 

Testament the Dean of Ely on "Some Results of Old 
Criticism. Testament Criticism," we were full of hope that at 

last we should have some definite idea as to what are the 
"assured results" of Old Testament criticism. It was not very 
encouraging to be told at the outset that "it lies in the very 
nature of the subject that it should be difficult, and indeed 
impossible, to come to a definite and dogmatic answer to the 
question, What are the assured results of modern criticism of 
the Old Testament?" For there have been so many definite 
and dogmatic statements on the subject, that those who have 
not· yet been able to accept the new view of the Bible have 
a right to demand a clear proof of the position. This is a case 
in which evidence, not assertion, must decide; and yet the 
Dean offers us practically no proof at all. He quotes from the 
Bishop of Gibraltar to the effect that the Prophets, not the Law, 
must be taken as the starting-point in Hebrew history, and 
then proceeds to say that the Bishop's statement" needs some 
qualification"; and the article towards the end allows that" many 
of the results of criticism may seem disappointingly negative. 
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We find only probability where we looked for certainty." The 
main point of the Dean's position is that the theory of evolution 
enables us to appreciate as never before the progressive revela
tion of the Old Testament; but we should like to know what 
is really involved in this theory of evolution as applied to 
the Old Testament. It is impossible to evolve what is not 
already there: evolution presupposes involution. Thus, to take 
one typical case, Was monotheism part of God's revelation to 
Abraham and Moses, or was it only of later date? Or, again, 
is there any warrant in the Old Testament, as we now have 
it, for the modern distinction between monolatry and mono
theism in Israel? These and other similar questions must be 
settled on unmistakable evidence before we can be satisfied 
that the position of the Higher Criticism is based on " assured 
results." 

The Report of the Committee appointed in 
P;~:~s. February last has now been issued, and all Church-

men must rejoice that the first step has been taken 
towards the removal of one of the most serious blots on our 
Church. Everyone admits that it is the bounden duty of the 
Church to provide for its agents when they are no longer able to 
provide for themselves. I t is perfectly true that the present 
scheme does not carry us very far, and must necessarily be 
looked on as a mere beginning; but it is something that a start 
has been made, for it will pave the way to a fuller and much 
more comprehensive scheme in the future. According to this, 
plan an incumbent becomes eligible for a retiring allowance at 
the age of sixty-five, though at present the maximum pension is 
only £50. Not the least advantage of the scheme is that, by 
providing a pension for the outgoing incumbent, his successor is 
to be protected from having his stipend reduced. The scheme 
will, no doubt, be subjected to very careful consideration and 
criticism, and it cannot fail to be noticed that no provision is 
made for the unbeneficed clergy; but we are profoundly thankful 
that such a promising beginning has been made towards removing 
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one of the most serious reproaches that has rested upon our 
Church for years . 

• The recent debate in the Lower House of 
~~;:c::. Canterbury Convocation was very encouraging. 

The Archdeacon of Dorset, in moving resolutions 
of the Committee on the subject, brought forward some remark
able figures to prove the need of a grouping of parishes. 
I nstancing his own experience, he urged that men could not be 
expected to put forward their best exertions in miserably small 
parishes with such miserably poor resources. He considered 
that the two most difficult problems were the people and the 
patron. The strength of parochialism was a great stumbling
block; and, as to the patron, it was intolerable that his interests 
should prevail over the interests of the Church. There can be 
little doubt that the best interests of our Church demand that a 
considerable number of benefices should be grouped together, and 
we rejoice that a resolution to this effect was carried in Convo
catIOn. Other resolutions pointed to the necessity of bringing 
the question before patrons, and of taking steps to amend the 
law in the direction of union of parishes. I t will be in this 
way that some of our most pressing problems will be solved, 
more particularly in regard to the dearth of clergy. It is 
intolerable that our Church should be expected to go on 
working under the same conditions that obtained three centuries 
and more ago. If we cannot show some powers of adaptation 
to existing circumstances, it is surely a grave reflection upon us 
as an organization. 

~~~~~ 
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lDi\line 3mmanence anb (Christian J8~perience. 
By THE RIGHT REV. THE BISHOP OF CLOGHER. 

RECENT controversies have conspired with certain ten
dencies of modern thought to concentrate attention on 

what is called the immanence of God. This conception is 
regarded by many as the means by which the doctrines of 
Christianity are to be reconciled with the monistic philosophy 
which is now fashionable. The idea is not new, for in the early 
centuries, in the schools of Alexandria, when Christian faith 
came into contact with Greek thought, a similar process of 
reconciliation took place by means of this very conception. 
The Logos doctrine which is found in the Gospel of St. John 
became the foundation of a great theology, in which the methods 
of Greek philosophy were applied to the systematic interpreta
tion of the facts of the Christian revelation. 

I t must be granted that this conception of God as immanent 
must find a place in every system of theology which aims at 
completeness. Certain aspects of the Divine activity as revealed 
in Nature, and certain elements in the religious experience of 
mankind, as manifested in Scripture and in human history, 
unquestionably imply it. But are we justified in regarding this 
conception as the main principle of our theology? 

To clear our minds, let us ask, What exactly do we mean by 
the Divine immanence ? We think of God as Creator, maker 
of heaven and earth. What do we mean by this? Onlyby 
help of the things which come within our ken can we form an 
idea to represent those which lie beyond. We know of man as 
a maker. We think of him as standing above and apart from 
the things he has made. He transcends them. So we think of 
God as the Eternal Creator of the universe, who, just because 
He is the Creator, transcends all that He has made. Here is 
the idea of transcendence. Contrasted with it is the idea of the 
Divine Being as the Spirit which dwells in the tiniverse as the 
soul of a man dwells in his body. The world, which our eyes 
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can see and our hands touch, is the outward manifestation of 
an inward life, a universal soul or spirit, which is God. Here 
is the idea of immanence. 

When thus presented, the two ideas seem to stand in hopeless 
antagonism. The believer in the transcendence of Deity regards 
the believer in immanence as a pantheist, the latter regards the 
former as a crude and unphilosophical thinker, to whom Creation 
is like the making of tables and chairs. 

Further consideration shows that Holy Scripture speaks of 
God as the Eternal Father, who stands above and apart from 
the universe, and also of the Son, who is the Logos, the Light 
of the world, "the Light that lighteth every man," who" was 
in the world," a world which" was made through Him," who 
"became flesh and dwelt among us," who still, though exalted 
to the right hand of God, bears our human nature. In the 
distinction of the Divine Persons we find a means of bringing 
together the two great conceptions. 

Modern philosophy has opened up a new way of approaching 
the question. That great analysis of experience which we owe 
in the main to Berkeley, Kant, and Hegel has taught us the 
priority of consciousness. We know that there is nothing of 
which we are, or can be, aware, which is independent of con
sciousness. If this is true of the world. as known to us, it is 
also, we must conclude, true of the world apart from our know
ledge-unless, indeed, the world apart from us be totally unlike 
the world as we know it; and this there is no reason to believe. 
Thus we gain the conception of a great universal consciousness 
on which all that exists depends. 

Side by side with this philosophical view of the universe, 
there has emerged a scientific view which regards the history of 
Creation as a continuous evolution. The unity of nature is the 
chief idea here. From the simplest beginnings up to the most 
complex developments, from star-mist to civilization, the universal 
process is under the guidance of some unifying principle. How 
inevitable that this principle should be identified with the universal 
consciousness to which philosophic thought testifies tHere is 
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the Divine Immanence most gloriously revealed! Here we find 
the grandest results of science in harmony with the profoundest 
convictions of religion! God is the Spirit which guides the 
universal process, bringing order out of confusion, realizing 
Himself. Not dwelling apart in lonely isolation, but living in 
the world, in its physical processes, in its organic developments, 
in the higher sphere of human and social existence. Everything 
we can know is, therefore, according to its due place and degree, 
a manifestation of God. We discern His mind in the order of 
Creation, we gain a still deeper knowledge of His nature in our 
own hearts, in conscience, in love. The highest things we 
know are, in the light of this doctrine, seen to be the clearest 
and best revelations of God. I t is, therefore, no unscientific or 
unphilosophic attitude of mind to find the supreme revelation in 
Jesus Christ. The best and greatest among men is clearly the 
brightest image of the invisible God. 

The grandeur, the simplicity, and the usefulness of this line 
of thought, in view of the needs of the present day, cannot be 
over-rated. To attack it as false, because the" New Theology" 
considers it sufficient, is surely a mistake. I t seems to the writer 
that the best possible way to gain a just estimate of its value is 
to consider it in relation to Christian and human experience. 

The very first element in this experience, which we must 
consider, is the life and teaching of our Lord. That we can 
find much in the Fourth Gospel and in the utterances of our 
Lord as recorded in that Gospel which can be shown to be in 
harmony with this conception of Divine immanence-or, at least, 
not discordant with it-is quite clear. But to assert that this 
idea is characteristic of our Lord's teaching and attitude towards 
God, or, to go further and to assert that this idea fully explains 
that teaching and attitude, is surely impossible. While it is true 
that spiritual inwardness is ever a mark of His religious and 
ethical teaching, our Lord does not habitually point to the God 
within; He points to the Father above. "Your heavenly 

I 

Father" is the name by which He taught His disciples to 
think of God. "Our Father which art in heaven" is the 
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familiar address which bids us ever look upward. The con
stantly repeated" in -heaven," which we find connected with the 
thought of God, is evidently intended to lift our minds above 
this world to a higher order of being to which God essentially 
belongs. It is the simplest possible way of presenting to the 
unphilosophical worshipper the glorious transcendence of deity. 
Heaven is "the throne of God," earth, this lower order of 
things, "the footstool of His feet" (Matt. v. 35). Heaven is 
the world of the eternal, the incorruptible, "where neither moth 
nor rust doth consume, and where thieves do not break through 
nor steal." Even the very idea of fatherhood as applied to God. 
and presented by our Lord, is expressive of the Divine tran
scendence. I t teaches us, indeed, to think of God as the source 
of our being, but also as one who is ever watching over His 
children, providing for and guarding them with loving care, who 
~ able to control the course of this world for their good. Over
ruling Providence, rather than indwelling, describes the relation 
of God to Nature, which is suggested by this teaching. God is 
revealed to us as essentially a Higher Power, One who, because 
He is above all that belongs to the discords of the world, and 
because He is a loving Father, not an angry Tyrant, may be 
trusted to bring good out of the evil. And this is why the 
revelation of the Father; which has been made to us in Jesus 
Christ is, and ever has been, satisfying to the needs of the 
heart. Amid all the cares and sorrows, the confusions and 
disasters, of this life, we have need of the faith that over all 
there is an I nfinite and Loving Power in whom we can trust. 

If we were compelled to stop short at the conception of God 
as an indwelling Spirit realizing Himself in all the processes of 
Nature and of history, it is hard to see how the thought of God 
could be a source of any sure confidence as regards the present 
or hope for the future. While very impressive to the imagina
tion and stimulating to the intelligence, this conception leaves 
the heart cold. Indeed, we may go so far as to say that its 
tendency is to fill the heart with a vague sense of mystery and 
dread. I t is not at all clear that Nature and life, apart from 
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Christ's revelation of the Father, do not convey the impression 
of a passionless disregard of suffering, both animal and human, 
with a view to some end which is for us altogether out of sight 
and wholly disconnected with our individual, or even racial, 
welfare. We need a great faith in a higher order of things, 
a higher world, a higher power, a higher love, if we are to have 
confidence that the discords of this finite life shall ultimately 
be merged in the harmonies of the eternal. We need, that is, 
to believe, in the transcendence as well as in the immanence 
of God. 

I t would be profitable and interesting to pursue this leading 
thought through our Lord's teaching in all its elements, and 
through the teaching of the New Testament generally, and it 
would certainly be found that, while the doctrine of immanence 
seems to be implied in many passages, especially of St. John 
and St. Paul, the doctrine of transcendence is clear and unmis
takable and is everywhere characteristic. In the short space of 
this article all that can be done is to show that this fact is no 
mere result of a naive and childlike faith applying the simple 
language of our common life to the things of the spirit without 
question as to its philosophic fitness. We are here face to face 
with a distinction which goes down to the very foundations of 
our human and religious experience. 

There is one fact which, in many shapes, renders futile all 
endeavour to reduce our thoughts concerning the great universe 
in which we live to a single consistent system, a fact which, 
more than all others that we know, forces us to recognize an 
ultimate mystery in things. That fact is the existence of the 
individual soul. Modern philosophy, in its effort to understand 
the contents and implications of our consciousness, has been led 
to a view of the self, or ego, which forms its chief distinction as 
compared with the philosophy of antiquity. For thinkers in 
our time, the self stands revealed with a clearness unknown in 
former ages. I t is implied in all knowledge. I t is the presup
position of our consciousness. 

There is a suspicion spreading widely just now that the dis-
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covery of the subliminal consciousness must modify the view of 
the self which has just been mentioned, that the boundaries of 
the individual seem to be melting away, and that we shall find 
that there is no such distinctness of self from self as we were 
inclined to imagine. But surely it is absurd to deny a fact 
because we find it is greater and more complex than we thought. 
The reality of the self is not rendered doubtful because we have 
discovered that it touches the universe at more points than those 
which we call our senses. 

All that modern philosophy has done in this connexion is but 
to interpret to thought that doctrine of the infinite value of the 
individual soul which Christ gave to the world. In the practical 
sphere this doctrine becomes the recognition of personal responsi
bility. There is that in each one of us which stands alone against 
the world, alone when face to face with God. In every in
dividual is a source of spontaneity. Here is the truth which, 
with reference to our decisions and actions, we call free will. 
Here is the basis of our moral nature, the principle which 
makes goodness a reality and sin a possibility. Man is not a 
mere part of Nature, not a link in a chain of physical causes; he 
is, within the limits which belong to his position, a free spirit 
made in the image of God. It is, of course, quite possible to 
produce very powerful arguments to prove that, in thinking of 
himself in this way, man is deluding himself; but it is not 
possible to do so and preserve anything which can be called 
either morality or religion. 

Historically, it was the urgency of the problems which arose 
out of this great truth which taught the Church the insufficiency 
of the conception of immanence. In the Alexandrian Theology 
that conception was supreme. The Augustinian Theology 
gave itself to the consideration of the questions of free wil1, 
sin, forgiveness, atonement, and was compelled to think of 
God as transcendent. There are those who regard this whole 
theology as a huge mistake, but they forget that it was 
inevitable. They fail Ito realize that it was only dealing, to 
the best of its ability, with the great central problem presented 
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by our moral being in its relation to God. They also ignore the 
fact that that problem exists to-day, and that the ~ime will come 
when our modern theology must be prepared to face it afresh. 
F or the moment, owing to physical science and its endeavour to 
unify our knowledge about the material universe, the cosmo
logical aspect of theology seems the most pressing, and therefore 
we have turned back to the idea of immanence. But the greater 
and more intensely human problem will begin to press again, 
and, once again, we shall find the necessity of remembering that 
God is transcendent as well as immanent. 

And this consideration enables us to approach that higher 
way of regarding the idea of transcendence after which we have 
been feeling all along. While we think of the universe as a 
continuous chain of causes and effects, pervaded throughout by 
some one great principle of organization, and combine with this 
thought the idea of consciousness as the underlying truth of all 
that we know as existence, we can understand that belief in a 
great Immanent Spirit should seem the loftiest of all possible 
creeds. Compared with it, the idea of a Maker of things seems 
almost childish. But when we come to realize that the universe 
is no such simple matter as many of our contemporaries seem to 
think, that, besides the physical order of cause and effect, it con
tains a vast multitude of centres of consciousness, spiritual 
beings possessed of some degree of independence, with will and 
moral faculty, capable of goodness and of evil, each; from its 
own point of view, a world in itself, we feel that the ultimate 
truth needs some further expression if it is to be expressed at 
all. How to attempt any expression is a question which may 
well make us pause. We can, however, see that the mere idea 
of personality, or consciousness as we know it in ourselves, is 
not adequate. Every human spirit may be said to be immanent 
in its own experience. It is because of this that we are able to 
think of the Infinite Spirit as immanent in Nature. But our 
knowledge of ourselves gives us no power to imagine a spirit 
capable of giving being, not merely to a world of phenomena, 
but to a world of persons. Here is something which transcends, 
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not only Nature as we know it, but Spirit as we know it. There 
must be an ultimate unity, the final truth of all things, the 
Nature of God: so we are compelled to believe. Such a unity 
must comprehend all that, to our minds, stands apart as irrecon
cilable, the opposition of mind to mind, of will to will. In 
spirit, as we find it in ourselves, resides no such unifying quality. 
Therefore we must think of the Nature of God as one which 
transcends personality as it exists in us. 

That Christian theology was led to hold a doctrine of God 
which involves such a transcendence as this is certainly a fact 
worthy of our consideration in view of the controversies of the 
present time. The doctrine of the Trinity is essentially a 
doctrine of transcendence in the highest sense, for it maintains 
that, in His innermost Being, God transcends, not merely our 
nature, but all that our minds can conceive. That mutual 
exclusiveness of person with person, which prevails for us, does 
not exist for Him as He is in His ultimate unity. All we cC),n 
say of that unity is that it is a unity which transcends personality. 

When our thought seeks to approach these sublimest heights 
of theological speculation, we seem to have left behind all that 
belongs to the practical side of our religious life. Yet a little 
consideration should convince us that this is not so. The 
doctrine of the Trinity guards the most precious of all truths, 
the unity of the Godhead and the deity of Christ. I t also 
guards-though we seldom realize the fact-our great heritage 
of personal dignity and freedom. Its meaning, from the human 
point of view, is that man is neither sunk, as a mere thing, in the 
world of physical causes, nor is his personality merged in the 
personality of God. He has his place as a created spirit between 
God above and Nature below. He possesses freedom because 
he is neither subject to the necessity which binds the material 
order, nor is his conscious and volitional life a mere aspect of 
the life of God. He is capable of goodness and of evil, because 
he possesses that freedom which is a trust committed to him by 
God above him and for which he must give account. In human 
experience morality has always this reference to a larger order 

---l 
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in which man must take his place. Thus the great problem of 
sin and forgiveness arises. 

Thinkers who make the immanence of God the corner-stone 
of their theology are always inclined to minimize or explain 
away the fact of sin. This is inevitable, for if the life of man 
be but a moment or aspect of the life of God, there is, in truth, 
no place for sin, nor, indeed, for individual freedom. Such 
teaching is simply untrue to human experience. It forgets that, 
if it is to be in any sense a theology, it must deal with the data 
of religion, and not with those of physics merely. And on this 
subject of sin, responsibility, and the need of forgiveness, the 
voice of religious experience speaks with no uncertainty. 

If the transcendence of God is implied in the possibility of 
sin, it is also implied in the possibility of forgiveness. In His 
ultimate nature God is one; He is the great final unifying 
principle. But sin is, from our human point of view, an opposi
tion of man to God which can by no possibility be overcome. It 
is an injury inflicted which no amount of subsequent good can 
repair. Is forgiveness, then, impossible? So it would seem, so 
far as the order of Nature and of the world in which we live is 
concerned. But we believe in a transcendent God, a God to 
whom the things impossible with men are possible, a God who 
is essentially an "atoning" God; for He is the ultimate unity 
who transcends all the discords and oppositions of this finite 
world. The atonement, impossible for us, can be undertaken 
and accomplished by Him. 

Surely we have seen reason to believe that, even when viewed 
in relation to modem thought, there is need of the idea of the 
Divine transcendence as well as of the Divine immanence if 
we are to take account of the facts of human and Christian 
expenence. 
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1eaberg of lRelfgioug ttbOllgbt. I I.-<tranmer : 
1itllrgical ttbOllgbt. 

By THE RIGHT REV. THE BISHOP OF BURNLEY. 

T HE immediately inciting causes of the Reformation here 
in England were singularly different from those which 

produced the movement in Germany. This is amongst the 
common places of history. It is, nevertheless, worth our while 
to mark this before going further into our present subject. 

In Germany the movement took its rise in one strong, 
indeed completely unique, personality. Luther was the father 
of the German Reformation. It was his child, and, to use his 
own vigorous metaphor, the child was the fruit of a "mystical 
union." "I have wedded the Epistle of Paul to the Galatians. 
I t is my wife." And as Luther was the parent of the move
ment, so, as long as he lived and as far as he was permitted, he 
guided it. And yet it should not be disguised that he was 
no fully-furnished theologian. In this he was unlike Calvin, 
unlike even Melanchthon. His head was often carried captive 
by his heart. That heart was too warm, too intensely human, 
to permit him to spend and be spent in formulating confessions 
that should sift the false in the old from what was true. He 
was a genius, and genius is intuitional. 

No such man of men presided over the Reformation 
amongst ourselves. Its origin was political. The theologians 
and scholars of the day were all bending their thoughts at the 
period of its inception, not upon great doctrinal questions, not 
upon the urgent reform of scandals and abuses in the Church, 
but upon the unsavoury question of the royal divorce. A vicious 
despot broke with Rome because Rome espoused the pitiful 
cause of his injured queen. 

Here was the prime moving cause, and we have nothing to 
say in extenuation of it; nay, much (were this the place) to say 
in strongest condemnation of it. 

But most interesting was the effect of this unworthy cause 
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upon the development of the Church crisis now known 
familiarly as the English Reformation. The English Reformers 
had no free hand given them. The strong Tudor sceptre 
checked them at every step; rendered for us the Reformation 
a slow and laboured growth; restrained the spirit of ultra
Protestantism from landing us in a separatists' sect, under the 
leadership of a Peter Martyr, a Bucer, or even a Zwingli; and 
rendered it possible for us of to-day to hold in our hands a 
.. Book of Common Prayer," the bulk of whose devotions date, 
not from the sixteenth century, but from the eleventh, the sixth, 
and even the fifth. 

Many persons imagine that our Prayer Book was the 
original work of our Reformers. These have to learn that the 
proportion of original work is exceedingly small; that the 
liturgical labours of Cranmer and his colleagues consisted 
largely in the revision (and revision with a tender bias towards 
the old forms) of pre-Reformation service books. No new 
forms were suffered without very good reason. This was only 
when the old prayer-form taught error so plainly that it was 
(so to speak) past revision for the purposes of reformed 
devotion. 

For labours such as these genius is not needed; what 
is wanted is a mind well stored with the best devotional forms 
of the past; the true devotional spirit; a master of the purest 
English, trained in the nervous terseness of the Latin, almost 
as familiar as a vernacular; and, lastly, the spirit of a loving 
reverence for the ancient liturgies, with the firm purpose of 
incorporating as much of them as loyalty to truth permits. 
These are the qualifications of a Prayer Book reviser, and 
these qualifications were found in a remarkable degree in those 
to whom in God's providence 350 years ago this task was 
committed. 

As announced in our first paper, it lies with us to view 
Archbishop Cranmer on the side of his liturgical labours. 
We may not, however, altogether lose sight of the man in his 
mISSIon. To be just to the memory of Cranmer is, of course, 
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every honest student's desire. But in order to be just the 
student must have access to just authorities, and these can 
hardly be said to exist. F oxe on the one side is as untrust
worthy as Macaulay on the other. Secretary Morice is a Boswell. 
Dean Hook is perhaps too hard upon the Archbishop at junctures 
in which his conduct might admit of two constructions; but it is 
matter of unquestioned history that there was not a little in the 
actions of the first half of his public career which all righteous 
men must condemn; while the moral weakness betrayed in the 
series of miserable written " Retractations" which immediately 
preceded the terrible end was hardly atoned for in the courage 
that held the" unworthy right hand" in the fire till it was burnt to 
the bone. But while so many have joined in condemning, it is 
not un meet, even in the interests of justice, and this without 
refusing to join in the condemnation, to register one or two 
facts on the other side. I n the first place, Cranmer was utterly 
without ambition. We believe his lingering in Germany when 
the Archbishopric was offered was with the entirely genuine 
hope that Henry would reconsider the offer and select another. 
His was a kindly, gentle character. He never bore malice. 
People could say of him: "You have only to do him an ill turn, 
and you make him your fast friend." I t was a sore trial to him 
when the enactment of the Six Articles forced him to send his 
wife back to her friends. H is daily life fulfilled no ordinary 
ideal. His worst foes did not dare to slur his private life. 

Next, he loved the Bible, and was bent upon giving it to 
the people, and England ought never to let die out of grateful 
memory the fact that he did give it. 

Again, the moral cowardice of the " Retractations," though 
it may not be discounted, may be qualified by consideration of 
the equally cowardly deceits which wrung them from a worn
out old man who had known the inside of a Marian gaol. for 
months, and by consideration of certain pleasing incidents in 
his course, in which he showed himself by no means lacking in 
earless disregard for his own safety. Moreover, much of 
dishonourable compromise has been read t"nto the character of 
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Cranmer by those who ignorantly regard him as the "first 
Protestant Archbishop of Canterbury." In a sense, indeed, 
this is true; but in a still broader sense it is not. During the 
whole of the reign of Henry VI I I. he was in doctrine a Roman 
Catholic. He was a believer in transubstantiation. "It must," 
as one writer justly points out, "be remembered that the modern 
idea of Protestantism and Roman Catholicism as two broadly
marked and antagonistic systems was all but unknown in 
England in Cranmer's day. It would be unnecessary to state 
so obvious a truth, were it not for the rooted tendency of hasty 
thinkers to throw back now familiar distinctions in religion and 
politics to a period when such distinctions had no existence." 
These are among reflections which may well serve to mitigate 
our censures of the Archbishop, though quite insufficient to 
silence them. N or will we forget that we are all, more largely 
than is always realized by us, the embodiment of the ethical 
standards of our age. It is an indication of the moral advances 
we have made that the conduct of a former age shocks and 
perplexes us. Only by the arrest of all moral betterment could 
we escape this shock to our own ideals. Place in imagination 
the eighth Henry on the throne of our seventh Edward, and 
which of us without shivering our own glass houses could cast 
a stone at Cranmer ruling the Church at Lambeth to-day? 
With this brief biographical notice we return to the subject of 
Cranmer's Prayer Book revision. 

The strength of our Church's position is largely due to the 
circumstance that the Reformation settlement partook largely 
of the nature of a compromise. We have not been bereft of 
our historic continuity. A hoary antiquity lies behind us. The 
cautious wisdom which controlled the liturgical labours of 
Cranmer has left a liturgy which in the main clothes our 
devotions in the actual language which clad those of the Church 
a thousand years ago. 

The incisive words of Dean Overall in the Convocation 
of 1605 might with equal truth have been uttered by Cranmer 
with reference to much of his work. "We have detracted 
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nothing in Doctrine, in Church-order, from that which has been 
handed down from Christ and the Apostles, and accepted and 
acknowledged by the primitive Church. We have only up
rooted the tares of corruption and abuses which had in the 
course of time grown up." 

A glance into the Book of Common Prayer will illustrate 
this canon of revision. Of the eighty-nine collects to be found 
in the book no less than fifty-nine are from ancient sources. 
This means that two-thirds are at least I,300 years old. 
Seven belong to Leo (A.D. 440 to 46 I) ; twenty-follr are to 
be assigned to Gelasius (A.D. 492); twenty - eight are the 
product of the liturgical labours of Gregory the Great (A.D. 590 
to 604). 

Of the modern collects nineteen or twenty are from the pens 
of the Reformers, most of these for an obvious reason being for 
Holy Days. Four bear the date of the Restoration. Some six 
or seven are of doubtful origin. 

This hurried analysis will sufficiently indicate the lines on 
which our Prayer Book was constructed. and a further and 
closer examination would serve to show how much we have 
gained by this chastened regard for ancient sources. 

From this it cannot fail to be noticed that our Church is 
nearer Rome in her devotions than in her dogmatic formu
laries. And this is in no way unreasonable. I t is only indirectly 
or by implication that dogma appears in a prayer-form. The 
least dogmatic forms are usually the best. Whereas an article 
of belief must, if it is to serve its purpose, be explicit, and be 
directly framed with a view to confuting error, a creed is bound 
to be polemic. It is a defensive weapon, and would, therefore, 
be out of place where no attack was to be feared. 

In their general features Cranmer's collects are readily to be 
distinguished from the older ones by their direct verbal allusions 
either to the Gospel or Epistle for the day, or to both. This 
feature they possess in common with those of the Restoration 
period. I n another respect they are much superior to the latter, 
as being less theological. As examples of Cranmer's collects, we 
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may examine at leisure those for the first and second Sundays 
in Advent, that for Quinquagesima. 

The first of these, "Almighty God, give us grace that we 
may cast away the works of darkness," has been truly called 
by Dean Goulburn "a magnificent collect," and "shows how 
abundantly qualified he was for his task." We learn to 
appreciate its rich and ordered fullness the more when we 
compare it with the thin and sapless form in the old service 
books which it replaced. 

Among the collects we owe to Cranmer are no less than 
thirteen for Holy Days. This is obviously accounted for by the 
saint-worship which for so long had robbed the Triune God of 
His honour. Twelve of these were written for Edward's First 
Book of Common Prayer, put forth in 1549; the thirteenth 
(that for St. Andrew) appeared first three years later in the 
Second Book. None of these have Latin originals. Two only 
out of the whole twenty are drawn from ancient sources without 
material alteration-those for the Purification and Annunciation. 
That these two should need no purging before transference 
to our present Book is a striking testimony to the late intro
duction of undue honour to the Blessed Virgin. 

Let a passing regret here escape us that, while the heroes of 
the world's history are commemorated with all meet regard, the 
heroes of faith, the saints of God, are left by the Church's 
children unhonoured, and only an accidental recognition accorded 
them when the days sacred to their memories chance to fall on 
a Sunday. 

Cranmer's labours were not, it need hardly be said, confined 
to a revision of the collects, and the supply of new forms of 
them where this was called for. A litany was prepared by him 
in 1544 which received the royal authority for public use. As 
may be supposed, the work of revising the Communion Office 
was a much more responsible one, and proceeded by slower 
stages. As has already been observed, the Archbishop until 
the last few years of his life was, as regards the presence of 
Christ in the Holy Sacrament, a Roman. The date of his 
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\ renunciation of the dogma of transubstantiation is uncertain. 
At· the funeral of Henry V II I. he celebrated Mass, and again 
on the death of Francis I. But the light did break, and the 
great truth that for the sustenance of spiritual life spiritual, and 
not corporeal, food is needed is clearly set forth in our Articles, 
our Catechism, and in the service of Holy Communion itself. 

N one, perhaps, in the annals of the Church more needed the 
shelter of the assurance-so comforting to all broad minds and 
gentle hearts-marking a distinction in the judgment between a 
man's standing in the sight of heaven and his actual work in 
the Church. "The fire itself shall prove each man's work of 
what sort it is. If any man's work shall abide which he built 
thereon, he shall receive a reward. If any man's work shall be 
burned, he shall suffer loss: but he himself shall be saved; yet 
so as through fire." Much of that work may be as of wood, hay, 
stubble, while the worker, with a loyal heart and true, may be 
in comparison as the gold, silver, and precious stones. Much, 
therefore, of the work may be burned, and to this extent he 
may suffer loss, while through the fire of Divine testing he 
himself is saved, and so passes into the light, where he who 
loves best sees furthest, because there light and love are one. 

A tender closing glance upon our second-best treasure 
among books: was there ever such a literary history, next to 
that of the Holy Bible itself, as that of the English Church
man's Book of Common Pr~yer? The Bible took fifteen 
centuries to grow: the Prayer Book took fourteen. Round the 
sacred nucleus of all its services, the Lord's own Form, cluster 
forms which breathe the Church's holiest aspirations, while 
pointing to the vicissitudes of her chequered history. Using 
them, we of to-day seem knit together in one communion and 
fellowship with Christ's elect in the far days that are gone. 
The tongue was a living one when these prayers were written 
in it, and then in the dark after-time it died. And now no 
longer linked to a dead tongue, like a living captive to a corpse, 
these ancient forms live and breathe again through our own 
vernacular, and we may pray with the spirit and with the under-
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standing also. But, by the quickening power of the Spirit of 
God, may another translation be effected, lest our praiseless lives 
cause our common prayers to revert to a dead tongue, and we 
in our error mistake a dumb heart for a deaf <;;-od. 

ttbe ~erson of our 1or~ an~ tbe 1kenotic ttbeor~. 
By THE REV. F. S. GUY WARMAN, M.A. 

T HE kenotic theory: the ugliness of the phrase is charac
. teristic. Out of a single word theories have been evolved 

the very statement of which jars on our ears as followers of Him 
whom we hold to be our infallible Lord and Saviour. We have 
the one word €K€V(iJU€V and a scant phrase here and there. and 
upon this foundation there have been built, ofttimes in the interests 
of, and in order to add weight to, purely human speculations, 
theories which are subversive of our Lord's authority as Teacher, 
and practically of H is personality as Son of God. Unitarianism 
is clamant amongst us, sometimes in the guise of some other 
sect or of so£-d£sant undenominationalism. I t is well for us to 
face such a question as the extent of our Lord's self-humiliation, 
but it is necessary to demand at the outset that the so-called 
results of extreme criticism, purely speculative and often based 
on meagre foundations, shall not be allowed more than their 
proper weight, and that is small indeed, in determi,ning the 
nature of our Lord's K~V(iJq£r;. 

In approaching the subject, let us do so from exactly the 
same point of view as St. Paul. The standpoint from which 
great doctrines are considered materially influences the conclu
sion which is reached. Arius argued from the logical aspect of 
a son's relationship, and his point of view led him to the igno
minious position of an arch-heretic. Let us beware, then, of 
a similar fate, and our caution will force us to St. Paul's aspect 
of the kenosis-viz., as viewed from an ethical standpoint. For 
St. Paul introduces this, the most important of his doctrinal 
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passages in the matter of Christology, to teach a lesson in morals. 
So we must not argue a pr-ion: or from a hard-and-fast 
materialism, or with the logic of metaphysical dogmatism. No; 
the argument must be laid on ethical lines, and it is impossible 
for us to determine exactly the limit of self-sacrifice to which 
a God, whose very name is love, could humble Himself. We 
must not argue a prz"ori from the nature of God, but from the 
nature of love. If human love has scarcely a limit, it ill becomes 
us to form our conclusions on the ICEV6JCn~, not from what we 
think the love of God capable of doing, but from what we in 
our ignorance imagine it is right or seemly that the majesty of 
God should suffer. 

Viewing matters in this light, it will be well, first of all, to 
examine difficulties of a verbal and incidental nature in the 
passage from which the theory takes its name before considering 
the question of the ICEV6JU£r; proper. The first question which 
presents itself is that of the mutual relation and meaning of the 
words p.op4>v, op.o£wp.a'Tt, and uX/I/.Lan. !,x7']p.a denotes originally 
the shape or outward appearance of a thing, and thus soon got 
the meaning of an external and adventitious accretion. Thus it 
might mean the clothes, the display attending anything-then 
even a semblance or pretence. On the other hand, p.op4>~ never 
has the meaning of anything adventitious. Not exactly eql:liva
lent to ouuia, the absolute essence of anything, nor to 4>{mr;, the 
nature intrinsic and extrinsic, yet neither Ouuiu. nor 4>uu£r; could be 
said to exist without p.oprfYl7, and vice versa. Thus, then, the dis
tinction is, and it always holds good in practice, that uxfjp.a may 
only imply the external accidents, while p.op4>~ must necessitate 
the presence of the essential attributes. Mop4>Tj comprises all 
those qualities which convince us of the presence of a thing. 
Thus, then, the phrase €V p.0PPV BEau InraPX6Jv implies Christ's pre
existence as God, possessed of all the essential attributes of God 
ab origine. Mop4>~v OOVA.OV A.a/3wv implies the taking of the eS'sential 
nature of man, the two phrases combining in the words very 
God and very man. We must note, too, the contrast between the 
eternal state of God and the assumed nature of man. iJ7rapX6Jv, 
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llva£ are used of the former, words denoting continued being; 
Aa{3roV 'YEVOp€vor; evpfOelr; of the latter, words denoting change. 

The POP4>~v 80VAOV implies the essential attributes of a servant 
-the life of creaturely dependence and service as contrasted with 
the glory of the Divine Son. 'OpotOJpa, again, is a word whose 
meaning is somewhat difficult of adjustment to poP4>f, and uxfJpa; 

it lies between them, perhaps shading off the rather towards 
pop4>fJ than to uxr,pa. The phrase brings out Christ's representa
tive humanity in relation to other men. He is one of themselves. 
I t certainly does not imply any docetic view of Christ's man
hood-in fact, it rather excludes it. !,xf,paT£ evpeOEIs ror; ctvOpCtJ'TT'or; 

tells us that Jesus passed through the ordinary stages of human 
development. His life externally was that of a man. His life 
was such that his fellow-men could not fail to observe that He 
was a man. And yet, this uxr,p.a was only a transitory state, 
only one stage in His human development. Thus, to quote 
Bishop Lightfoot, the three clauses imply respectively the true 
Divine nature of our Lord, the true human nature, and the 
externals of human nature. 

Then arises the question-How are we to translate the 
phrase ovx ap'TT'~p.ov TJ'Yf,uaTo ? We have two distinct interpreta
tions: one, that which Bishop Lightfoot holds, followed by the 
Revised Version-viz., "did not regard it as a prize, a treasure 
to be clutched and retained at all hazards"; the other, that of the 
Authorized Version, "thought it not robbery to be equal with 
God.'" Which are we to choose? If the former, we must con
sider it of the preincarnate Christ; if the latter, of the incarnate 
Son of God. The Bishop supports his view very ably, but with 
scarcely that convincing power which usually accompanies his 
argument. He adduces many instances (of /1,p7r~pa TJyeiuOa£) 

with the sense of his interpretation, but /1,p7ra'Ypa is not ap'TT'a'Ypor;, 

and we must seek a cause for St. Paul's grammatical error, if 
error It IS. The Bishop does not think this necessary; but if 
any man was accurate in expression, St. Paul was. His very 
distinction between pop4>f, and uxr,pa in the present passage 
shows us of how subtle an intellect in such matters he was. 
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Again, the substitution of the meaning of /1p7T'aryJJ-a for that of 
o,fYII'OI'fp.Or; seems to involve us in a theological misstatement. If 
he did not deem it an /1p7T'arypa, surely we are led to suppose he 
relinquished it. What? TO tua e£va, Bep. But this is surely 
equivalent to the popcp~ Beav. Were the essential attributes of 
God surrendered? Surely not. The supporters of the view 
get out of the difficulty by explaining, He remained equal in 
nature and essence with God, but ceased for a season to be 
equal in state. Thirdly, we have the difficulty that this con
sideration must have been that of the preincarnate Son. But 
we are bidden to follow the example of the human Christ. 
Christ Jesus is the earthly name, and it is Christ Jesus 8r; ~ry~uaTo. 

Therefore, it seems most natural to refer the phrase to the period 
of His manhood, and, if referred to this period, the expression 
thus interpreted is not strictly applicable. Let us examine the 
exact meaning of the word and see if that applies more naturally; 
for if it apply only equally so, surely it should carry the day. 
The termination por; implies an act of, conveys an active sense. 
Thus ap7T'OI'fP,o<;, an act of grasping-or, more loosely, "robbery." 
True, words ending in po<; sometimes have a passive sense (e.g., 
XP'TJupor;, OeupO<;), yet the usual meaning is the active one. Applying 
this to the present passage, we paraphrase-He thought not the 
being equal to God-the equality which He so often asserted 
and claimed in, e.g., His acceptance of worship and the authority 
of His teaching-an act of grasping. He showed by word and 
deed that He thought it no presumption, not seizing what was 
not His by right, to act as God, but at the same time He laid 
aside his rightful position (€IC€vCtJtreVeavTov). The naturalness of 
this interpretation, coupled with the doubts as to the other, 
makes us wonder on what grounds our Revisers ventured to 
make the change. 

So far, in a manner, the discussion has been of a preliminary 
nature, but not entirely so, for it has brought us to the position 
that St. Paul claims for our Lord in this passage the title " very 
God and very man." But now comes the question of the correla
tion of these two natures, and that is the true question of the 
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ICev(J)u£<;. What are the limitations which GO,d imposes upon 
Himself in the Incarnation? The question is practically a 
modern one, for the older theologians thought, and rightly 
enough, that the self-limitation of the Divine being must neces
sarily be a mystery of which no true conception could be formed 
from any first principles of human reasoning. They avoided 
the question altogether, or dilated so vaguely upon it that it is 
difficult to understand their view. The controversy is of so 
recent date that Lightfoot, writing in 1868, gives us but a single 
line of comment on it-" stripped Himself of the insignia of 
majesty." Such a comment implies an external act; but IC€v6(J) 

an internal one - emptying, not stripping. The Authorized 
Version also, in translating the word, gives it, entirely without 
warrant, an external meaning-" made Himself of no reputation," 
an absolute mistranslation of the word. The reason of all this 
was the feeling that any real IC€V(J)(1"£<; was impossible, as contrary 
to the nature of God. But it is forgotten that God is love, 
and self-limitation, if viewed morally, does not contradict the 
essence of absolute love, and is akin to that which is best in 
man-self-determining will and self-sacrificing love. Moreover, 
the Incarnation is not the first nor only self-limitation. In 
creation God voluntarily limited Himself and forewent p~rt of 
His absolute prerogative when He admitted created beings to 
a state of relative independence. In the Incarnation He extends 
that first limitation, purposing to aid mankind by sympathy from 
within rather than by power from without. In the Incarnation 
the Son of God deliberately foregoes the natural mode of Divine 
existence in order to undergo a really human development. 
How is this state of self-emptying or, to use the technical word, 
exinanition to be understood? A Divine being really assumes 
manhood, lives through its every stage, experiences its different 
states as His own, exercises a human will and human mental 
powers, suffers human trials, exalts without extinguishing real 
human faculties. In brief, God acts in the Incarnation 1 under 

1 I am practically quoting Professor Ottley, to whose helpful words, both 
here and elsewhere in this paper, I owe very much. 
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the conditions of humanity, just as, since the Ascension, man 
acts under the conditions of Godhead. Of His Divine state 
our Lord emptied Himself by a voluntary act, non-and here 
St. Augustine lays down an axiom in kenotic discussion which 
can never be too strongly emphasized-non amittens quod erat, 
sed accipiens quod non erat. This I€€VW(rt<;, then, is real: He 
emptied Himself, He became poor. The tendency of theo
logians, from the third to the eighteenth century, has been to 
depreciate its reality; they have taken a docetic view-i.e., they 
have made it a I€€VWCT£<; of appearance, not of reality. Thus, 
arguing a priori from Godhead, Cyril ventures to use the word 
"pretend" of our Lord's growth in knowledge, a point which 
we must discuss ere long. But if it be real-and we claim that 
it is-there must needs be some quiescence of the Divine 
nature. St. Iremeus explains this, "the Logos lying at rest "; 
St. Hilary, "the AOryO<; tempers himself "; St. Ambrose, "He 
withdrew His Divine power from His working." The Lutherans 
taught that to Christ as man belonged the possession, but not 
the use, of Divine attributes. But this exinanition is not merely 
a physical and external one. It is true that Jesus lays aside the 
Divine state for a season, but this is a natural effect, and con
comitant of the I€f:VWCT£<; proper, not the exinanition itself; for 
that-and no apology need be made for the reiteration of this 
fact, for it is of vital importance, and can never be too strongly 
insisted upon-that must be viewed ethically. The outward and 
physical I€€VWCT£<; is . maintained by a continuous act of will, a 
voluntary perseverance in not asserting that equality with God 
which our Lord clearly recognized was His. Every factor in His 
human nature, every weakness which in the eyes of some has 
appeared to be degrading to the Divinity of Christ, every limita
tion which the assumption of human nature entailed, was no 
mere matter of physical necessity, but rather the triumph of an 
invincible will, the will of a God of infinite love, of infinite 
condescension. Such is the view-fragmentary and inadequate, 
it is true, but still, I hope, fairly and justly stated-which St. Paul 
appears to take in this passage of this great fact of Divine 
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revelation to man. St. Paul refers all the outward and physical 
manifestations of JC~VIDCT£~ to the mental attitude of our Lord. 
" Let this mind be in you which is also in Christ Jesus." We 
have striven to do likewise, and now it only remains, from the 
same standpoint, to examine two great questions which are 
pertinent to the correlation of the two natures of Jesus Christ 
-namely, the question of His relation to evil and that of His 
moral and mental development. 

(To be cont£nued.) 

\tbe (tburcb anb 1Recreation. 
By THE REV. A. B. G. LILLINGSTON, M.A. 

T HIS is a very significant title, and will not meet with 
universal approval. I n some minds the words will clash 

and produce a hopeless discord. Nevertheless, I am persuaded 
that it is a wise connection, and that the consideration of 
" recreation" is the right and the duty of the Church. The 
work of the Church is the salvation of man-of the whole man; 
and anything which can make our Church members good work
men, and can minister to the success of our task, is not only 
worthy of our interest, but ought to have it. 

Let me treat the subject from two standpoints: 
I. I would say that it behoves Christians for their own sake to 

give due attention to the question of "recreation," and there are 
two main reasons for such a contention: That the body, with 
its appetites and evil passions, may be kept in subjection, and 
may in no wise gain the mastery over us. I have the greatest 
possible sympathy with those who, in hours and efforts of 
devotion, are ever seeking the recreation of the soul, and are 
making strenuous exertions to become more and more Spirit
filled. But it is fatal to this for us to forget what a potent 
factor the body is, and what a heavy penalty we pay if we 
ill-treat it or ignore it. The awakened Christian is one who 
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both checks his carnal nature and develops all true spiritual 
powers. The Apostle Paul was not ignorant of this very thing, 
for, whilst he makes clear profession of much self-denial for the 
sake of others, he does not forget to speak about it also as for 
his own sake. " Do not think," says he in I Cor. ix., "that I 
do not require this for myself. You know how strictly they 
discipline themselves who contend for the prize in the great 
national games of Greece. Such is my practice, not less eager 
or less severe, and the enemy I contend with is my own body, 
which bears proof of my self-denial, for I beat it black and 
blue." Now, it is unto such a high end that recreation is 
essential for every man, be he Christian or be he not. Apart 
from it, there can hardly be a sovereign self-control - the 
mastery over the instincts, faculties, and appetites of human 
nature; apart from it few men can perfect their characters, and 
become (as Dante says) "kings and priests over themselves." 
The finest man is not the m~re athlete, but the man who knows 
himself through and through, and who has come with care and 
discretion to govern every part of his complex being. Professor 
H uxley's description of the self-disciplined man is very apt. 
He says he is "one who, no stunted ascetic, is full of life and 
fire, but whose passions are trained to come to heel by a 
vigorous will, the servant of a tender conscience"; and much 
of that training is given and is gained in the school of physical 
culture. 

The second reason may best be stated in St. Paul's words 
to Timothy (2 Tim. iii. 17): "The man of God should be 
perfect, throughly furnished unto all good works." If we accept 
this dictum, it must needs be that we seek recreation-t:e., that 
which revives and refreshes, that which makes us feel like nt;!w 
creatures. I would go as far as to say that innocent and 
seasonable amusement and recreation are integral parts of our 
religion, because they correspond to a need which God has 
created in human nature, and because they are the proper 
means to employ of acquiring that physical and mental strength 
and fitness which makes us powerful in the service of the King. 
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I read some time ago in a Manchester evening paper that 
a novel method of creating greater interest in the work of the 
Sunday - school had been hit upon by the committee of the 
Union Street Wesleyan Sunday-schools, Rochdale. A bowling
green for the young men, and a tennis-court for both sexes, were 
to be constructed at Foxholes, where a nice patch of level ground 
had been leased for ten years. One rather gasps at having such 
an addition to one's cares and responsibilities; but better so 
than to be surrounded by a company of palIid friends, whose 
chief characteristic is their want of colour and of brightness. 
And we must not forget that the charge is too often levelled 
against us that we are either very dull, very bad-tempered and 
cantankerous, or that ever since we became Christians and 
Christian workers we have developed a liver, have become 
generally sickly, and are unfit for the many responsibilities 
which we would fain assume. Sometimes there is grave truth 
in those remarks, and our Master and His holy cause are sadly 
discredited. Either we have allowed heat to outrun light, and 
through an excess of zeal the mind has not been rested by 
receiving a sufficient change in its diet; or, through some slack
ness and indiscretion, the laws of our physical nature have been 
outraged or overlooked, cc which things have indeed a show of 
wisdom in will-worship and humility and neglecting of the 
body" (Col. ii. 23), but they do not tend to edification, nor 

. promote anyone's welfare. 
Hence, I firmly believe that the Church must ever be a good 

patron of recreation; it is essential if we are to be first-class 
Christians, with sound bodies, sane brains, and stout hearts. 
I n these days of passion and of heat, when feelings run high 
and nerves are unstrung, we need much prayer in order to 
possess our souls in patience; and we need much care lest the 
body be overcome and our entire usefulness be suspended, or 
our work be hopelessly disorganized, by a breakdown of the 
human system. 

2. I would now wish to point out the advisability of the 
Church keeping her eye upon this subject, and, as far as possible, 
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keeping her hand upon the recreations of the people and con
trolling or regulating them. I am one of those who entertain 
large ideas about the Church in the world, and am most ambitious 
that in all things she should have the pre-eminence. We are 
surely in the world to act as a deterrent against sin, and to be 
advisers of our fellow-men; to watch every department of life 
and every departure of life with an eye brimful of jealousy for 
the Master's honour. We are set on the hill to guard, as it 
were, the holy city, and to show men their dangers and the way 
out. Hence we are, or ought to be, the most patriotic body 
existent, and the "saviours" of men from a large variety of 
enemies that threaten to spoil them in one way or another. 
Now, on this principle it seems to me to come well within our 
province to handle the subject of recreation as a regular duty, 
because of the prominence which the subject has now assumed; 
yea, as patriots, we should do it for the sake of our country; as 
Christians, for the sake of our race. And if we do it, there are 
two main directions which our counsel will naturally assume. 
In the first place, to insist on the due observance of the laws of 
our nature, and on the use of recreation by everyone for himself 
or herself. Being what we are, physical development is a 
question of great and of permanent importance, whether we 
think of this life or of the life to come. I have been contending 
for recreation that we may have good material to work with for 
our God. I would contend just as strongly for recreation that 
we may have good material to work upon. And, although it is 
true that athletics will not make a village or a town moral, they 
do, at any rate, tend to produce a healthy condition of things, 
which, in its turn, tends for a higher moral condition than can 
ever be achieved by undeveloped muscles, and stunted growth, 
and bad habits of living, which often attend both. Moreover, 
a very large amount of disease is incurred owing to the physical 
weakness and general want of stamina of those whom it attacks, 
and, as I need hardly add, no good, satisfactory, mental effort is 
possible where there is unhealthiness of the body. 

I t is not necessary to be a Christian to believe these 
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facts; the secular section among us are as convinced of them 
as we are. And the fact that a Royal Commission has 
recently considered the question of the physical deterioration 
of the English race, and has issued its report, is sufficient 
evidence that the question is regarded as a burning one. We 
clergy are called upon to face every kind of difficulty in the 
homes and the habits of the people; and we sometimes feel that 
our energies are wasted, because the people are such a poor lot. 
Am I right in thinking that in many cases there would be less 
drinking, less indifference, less dullness, more eagerness, more 
avidity, more humanity, if the whole man was kept in better 
condition, if body and mind were up to form? The too common 
position was well described by lan MacIaren in a sermon 
preached not many years ago, when he gave it as his opinion 
that a large number of Englishmen were getting into the habit 
of taking their exercise and their pleasures vicariously. He 
said: "We see a crowd of narrow-chested, sickly-faced lads 
smoking, spitting and swearing, making their way out of the 
city to watch a football match. I t is one thing to play football ; 
it is another thing to go out to watch men who have been taken 
away from honest work and who are paid to play before them; 
and to go, too, with the deliberate intention, if the police be not 
strong enough to overpower them, of creating a riot if the side 
they favour is defeated. It is one thing to delight in riding, 
and to love horses (and it would have been much better for us 
in the Boer War if more of our young men had known how to 
sit properly in the saddle and how to manage a horse)-it is 
one thing, I say, for a young man to delight in riding, but it is 
quite another thing for him to bet on the performance of a 
dwarfed, deformed being, who has possibly been bribed to lose 
the race!" 

Against such passive recreation let the Church ever set her 
face; and let her, in the interests of all that is manly, noble, and 
divine, educate the people to better things-to a sensible activity 
which is calculated to produce good citizens and good Christians. 

In the next place, it is ours to insist on the right use of 
2.7 
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recreation by everyone for himself or for herself; for, whilst there 
are crowds amongst us who fail to use their powers of recreation, 
there are crowds ten or twentyfold greater who abuse the whole 
thing, and give it a place of honour and importance which is 
most detrimental-which is most expensive to the rest of life. 
The craze for amusement and recreation among the general 
public has now assumed such proportions that one is entitled to 
call it " the worship of games and of pleasure." We only have 
to read the London papers to realize the truth of it. One of 
them, speaking of a football match, said: "There was some
thing appalling in the closely-packed mass of some 100,000 

human beings with upturned faces that surrounded the football 
ground at the Crystal Palace on Saturday afternoon. All the 
morning crowds had been pouring along the railway, vehicles of 
every description lined the roads, and long after the kick-off at 
3.30 heavy trains from the city were still disgorging their human 
burdens at the Palace station." 

And why this invasion of London? To witness the Cup 
Final between Aston Villa and Newcastle United. 

Again, to be more general. Let me remind you of the 
remarkable statement of the late Chancellor of the Exchequer 
when introducing his Budget in 1905. To account for the 
increase of temperance he said: "I think the mass of our 
people are beginning to find other ways of expending some 
portion of the time and money which used previously to be 
spent in the public-house. No change has been more remark
able in the habits of the people than the growing attendance in 
the last fifteen years at outdoor games and sport, and large 
places of public entertainment like theatres, music-halls, and so 
forth, which, though not conducted on strictly temperance lines, 
do not lend themselves to the consumption of drink, or offer it 
as their chief attraction. Again, the extension of cheap railway 
fares and the enormous growth in cheap excursions absorb 
a further portion of the money which used formerly to be spent 
on drink." 
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To some this sounds well; to others it will appear quite 
harmless; and yet keen observers quickly scent danger in it all, 
and we ministers have to lament its grievous effects-its bane
ful, fatal influence. 

Yes, the bad results are of many kinds. I will only mention 
two, both of which are intimately related to the work and the 
cause of the Church. • 

The first is that it absorbs the whole man-gains such a 
mastery and dominion over him as to exclude other and higher 
interests and topics. It makes men soulless; it erects a strong 
barrier between men's minds and things divine. Their zeal for 
it consumes them, and they have no time or thought or strength 
for Ta TOU 8eou. Every faithful watchman has noticed this, and 
men are beginning to raise their voices against it all over the 
land. In multitudes of lives the feverish devotion to sport 
chokes and kills higher interests and nobler passions, and makes 
men the slaves of their own recreations and altogether unready 
to pay any heed to the voice of God, to take any share in the 
business of God. 

Do we marvel, then, that an anxious patriot said, not long 
since, that if the next generation takes as much interest in foot
ball as their fathers do, they will require bigger boots and very 
much smaller hats ? 

Nay, can we not appreciate the remark of a minister in 
Glasgow, who was told by a well-known Mission worker that he 
was bringing a lecturer from London to address young men on 
his experience as an agnostic and how God saved him, but who 
made answer: "You are wrong; far better get a lecturer that 
tells how God saved him from the snare of athletics"? 

Verily the Church must take up this question, speak out about 
it, condemn the present extravagance-" the intoxication of 
recreation "-and show a more excellent way. By doing so we 
are not necessarily imposing a high standard; we can put it, in 
the first instance, on the grounds of common-sense and ordinary 
reason, as did the heathen Plato in the Third Book of his 

27-2 
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Republic, where he has for ever characterized the mistake of 
a narrow and exclusive athleticism, in which excellent means are 
just spoilt by the lack of an adequate end. 

Likewise let the Church be instant in proclaiming to all men 
that recreation has its place, but it is not the first place, and it 
must not be treated as part and parcel of the chief end of man. 

The second evil whic~ I would name is the spoiling of the 
Sunday, and the spoiling of it in two ways: (a) By making us 
late in our habits on Saturday; by rendering us so tired, so stiff, 
so sleepy on the Sunday, that the house of God is barred, and 
the worship of God is a weariness. (6) By making too many 
crave for Sunday recreation, and thus endangering that all-blessed 
institution, the Day of Rest. A wider provision for public 
amusement and recreation means inevitably in the long run more 
work for those who already have much work to do. Let working 
men and women remember this; it is a question which touches 
them more than any other; and it is at the peril of all that is 
highest and best in life that we violate that great law of God
the Fourth Commandment. 

These are grave dangers. I am sure there is no need for 
me to do more than mention them; but they are so real and so 
grave and so very present with us that not only will the Church 
fail in her duty generally, but she will be wanting in ordinary 
wisdom and prudence if she does not strain her I)erves to stem 
the tide, and lead men along a better and a safer channel. 

There are other dangers that have come over the country 
through the passion for pleasure and recreation-as, for example, 
the growing aversion from work on the part of many in all 
classes; the sad decline in the old habits of industry, self
control, discipline, and rigorous devotion to duty. Men, having 
their minds in the playing field, cannot rest or sit still until their 
bodies are there also. 

Again, I might touch upon the vexed question of amuse
ments, which some might say come reasonably under the head 
of " recreation," and which, for many years past, have been such 
a questionable concomitant of Church life and work, and which 
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are rarely admitted or introduced to our parochial spheres with
out the sacrifice of something or somebody better. 

But enough! If we can help and encourage one another to 
deal wisely with the specific point of the recreations of the 
people we shall do well. I would appeal to my brethren in the 
ministry to think about it, for, as Archdeacon Wilson says in his 
Pastoral Lectures, "As pastors we are pastors of body and 
mind, therefore' Nihil humani a te alienum puta.''' 

And yet, I would pray my clerical brethren not to go to·the 
mad extreme of condemnation, as if recreation were not a gen,eral 
necessity-nay, there need be nothing unchristian or irreligious 
In It. To discuss it, to meditate on it may frequently' be for our 
good, as Bishop Paget says in his sermon on Phil. iv. 8: "The 
mind may well be busy in its leisure about any honourable 
strength or skill that can win men's praise: the doing well in any 
worthy and unselfish rivalry-it may be intellectual or it may be 
athletic. ' If there be any excellence, or if there be any praise, 
think on these things.' " 

Nevertheless, let us do our duty boldly, attacking the evil 
that is marring the good, imbuing men more and more with the 
mind of Christ so that the fever state of recreation will die out 
naturally, and offering them something better than the best that 
they have ever had, and leading them gently to employ their 
powers in that kingdom and sphere which is righteousne.ss and 
peace and joy in the Holy Ghost. 

H J8~ ~rtente 1Lu~/' 

By THE REV. G. E. WHITE, D.D. 

T HE present writer has neither the wish nor the wit to 
discuss the ruling criticism of the Old Testament, but 

the interpretation of those Scriptures of which our Lord said, 
"they are they that testify of Me," must be of perennial interest 
to Christians j and the recent remark of an earnest able critic, 
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" I don't believe we have got at the back of these things yet," 
may justify the publication of a leaf from personal experience. 

It is my good fortune to have been for sixteen years a 
missionary in Turkey, and to have grown intimately acquainted 
with both the Mohammedans and the Eastern Christians of 
Asia Minor. Familiarity with Oriental modes of thought and 
speech casts a clearer light and a somewhat different colour over 
the pages of our dear old Bible. The divine message of re
demption and revelation was communicated to us through an 
Oriental channel, and the interpreter should get as near as he 
can to the time and place, the standpoint and environment, the 
habits of thought and modes of utterance of those heroic figures 
who move amid the scenes of the Old Testament, and whose 
words are recorded for our spiritual doctrine and reproof. This 
point, of course, the exegetes try to reach, but they sometimes 
seem to carry with them into the sunrise realm the pragmatic, 
preconceived, up-to-date notions of the Anglo-Saxon scholar. 

An apparent contradiction makes an Occidental uncomfort
able, and he wants to attack it; it does not necessarily trouble 
an Oriental at all. The latter has more regard than he some
times is credited with for the essential truth of a thing, but less 
than is sometimes demanded for the outer form. An Oriental 
does not feel bound to give a complete discussion of a principle, 
a full account of an event, or all the motives for an action. He 
does not always promise or undertake to tell all he knows. He 
states what is required for the purpose he has in hand, and does 
not concern himself further. He easily refers to the same event 
in such different terms that a listener has difficulty in recognizing 
it as the same. The speaker at one time emphasizes one aspect, 
or motive, or personality, and again something else is upper
most in his mind. Picturesque and excessive statements often 
take the place of precise accuracy. 'I I slept just two hours last 
night," means "I had a short night;" and, "I didn't sleep at 
all," means " I was wakeful." Nature maintains her types and 
species with wonderful persistence, yet she seems to separate 
them with flexible rather than hard and fast boundary lines, and 
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sometimes scientists hesitate whether to assign a specimen or a 
species to one side or the other of a line. Similarly, Orientals 
maintain their characteristic religious convictions and ceremonies 
with great tenacity, and yet the border lines are swinging curtains 
rather than ramparts of stone. 

Kuenen, Wellhausen and their British pupils deal very freely 
in such phrases as "insuperable difficulties" and "irreconcilable 
contradictions." Some of these are real and, perhaps, never will 
be solved, but an unexplained difficulty or discrepancy on the 
pages of the Old Testament would not require an Oriental 
necessarily to pronounce the writer either a fraud, a fool, or a 
double. At one time fear of an injured brother, at another the 
desire to contract a suitable marriage alliance, would naturally 
be put forward as the motive for the same journey. The naming 
of a place, once recounted, might naturally be repeated, when the 
narrative returns to that place, because of its importance, and 
without intending to connect the naming with the second visit. 

My friend the white-turbaned muft£, the highest "spiritual" 
representative of Mohammedanism in our city and district, 
courteously allows me to !isten while he receives a kneeling 
questioner who states a hard case for solution; the mufti then 
gives his official fetva, or judgment, as was done by Moses and 
his appointees in early Israel. Sexual subjects, questions of 
unpaid wages, and the shortcomings of Turkish officials, are 
among the topics on which interpretations are given on the 
basis of the canon law of Islam. I once heard the mufti in a 
sermon affirm that each of the seven prophets was endowed 
with a special sign. When I asked him to explain a little more 
fully in private, he readily did so, and named e£ght prophets and 
the sign of each. His homiletics are not hampered by too much 
arithmetic, but his main principles never swerve. He denounces 
official bribe-taking and corruption, irreligion among his people, 
and increasing intercourse with foreigners, in terms as unsparing 
as those of Amos or I saiah, and at personal risk to himself. 
He expresses his approval of (many) Protestants by saying, 
" You have no tobacco and we have none," as though Turks 
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were not almost universally addicted to its use, though the mUfti 
condemns it. He complains that in the fast of Ramazan 
people ear so much by night that during a month of fasting 
they actually grow fat, and charges his great congregation in 
the mosque with having learned from Christians to drink, and 
now having become worse drunkards than their guides. But 
when my venerable friend paints for my benefit a picture of real 
Mohammedanism, the two views are as different as any double 
narratives or parallel codes in the Pentateuch. Each, from an 
Oriental standpoint, is true, if not the whole truth. 

Doctors of Mohammedan law affirm that the faithful are 
allowed four wives each; but one of the faithful, a man of 
sufficient ability to be a constable, insists that the limit is seven. 
All the orthodox authorities claim that wine is forbidden; but 
Shia Turks, who are a large proportion of the whole number, 
use wine, and defend the practice, if it is not carried to such 
excess as to fuddle the brain. In Deut. xvi. 2 the Paschal 
animal, probably according to a custom far older than Moses, is 
allowed to be from the flock or the herd, whereas generally a 
lamb was prescribed and used. Not very long ago two villagers 
separately described to me their village custom of offering a 
sacrifice in the spring of every year. One said, "We sacrifice a 
bullock"; the other, "We owe our noumen two sheep." If a 
few thousand years hence these two statements, alleged to be 
by contemporaries, from the same village, and describing the 
same rite-one including a relic of Anatolian polytheism-could 
be adequately treated, just think what a pretty piece of criticism 
might result ! 

Christianity rapidly filtered into Asia Minor, and was the 
State religion from Constantine on until Mohammed I I. drove 
the wedge of Islam, which had entered the country several 
centuries earlier, home to the heart by taking Constantinople in 
1453. Yet in this twentieth century of grace pagan elements 
survive in Christianity, as in Mohammedanism, and a con
siderable part of their real religion is common to both, just as 
Baal worship was a lingering snare in Israel. 
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F or example, sacrifice is practised now on every high hill
to speak as an Oriental-under every green tree, and beside 
every sacred grave, grove, or spring. Sacrificial blood is poured 
out now, as by David at the threshing-floor of Araunah, to 
check the progress of cholera or conflagration, and is often 
struck upon the side-posts and lintel of a house-door, just as was 
done at the Passover. I ts meaning and ritual will be discussed 
by any white-turbaned hoja or black-capped priest you interview, 
but their prescriptions and descriptions, even from the same 
man at different times, vary among themselves in a manner 
strikingly suggestive of the Old Testament. It is usually said 
that the sacrificial animal must be a male, but some allow hens, 
cows, and female sheep. I t is en regIe to secure the services of 
a priest, but if none is present the virtue of the offering is not 
impaired. The priest should bless the salt last fed to the victim 
before its death, or, if convenient, the meat and other food 
placed on the sacrificial table. Two of the highest authorities 
have told me that, strictly, all the meat belongs to the chief 
representative of the sanctuary where the offering takes place, 
as the Divine representative, but the rule is never enforced. 
More liberal interpretation allows the chief ecclesiastic, z"mam or, 
dervz"sh, but half, or a good piece of meat, preferably the right 
thigh, raw or cooked, and the skin. The meat should be 
divided into three parts, proportions not specified, so that the 
poor and the friends as well as the household of the worshipper 
may participate; and if you apply a probe sharpened with 
Occidental mathematics, you will be told that seven families 
should be represented. All regulations assign the skin to the 
officiating clergyman, but in these years at the Courban Festival, 
the great Mohammedan sacrifice, all skins are claimed by the 
Turkish theocracy for the benefit of the Hedjaz railway, designed 
to carry pilgrims to Mecca; yet at the Courban of last year I 
heard a preacher, addressing 1,000 men, say that half hid their 
sacrificial skins and half sold them for personal gain. On 
another occasion I remember how the voice of old Piri Baba, 
she£kh of the Bek Tashi dervishes in our town, reminded me of 
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Malachi, as he complained that people are sometimes so shame
less as to bring inferior and injured animals for sacrifice, and 
entirely forget the right of the priest. As some of these rites 
were once described to a friend, he remarked : " I don't see that 
you have got very definite rules for the sacrificial offering." 
The well-read scholar was looking for a definiteness that in 
practice was never there. In general, all the common people 
about us resort to sacrifice in critical emergencies, observe 
certain outline rules, perform the sacrifice with or without a 
priest, select the best offering that they can afford, and use the 
meat much as their own need or sense of propriety dictates. 

Professor Davidson uttered what for Asia Minor is true 
to-day when, in the introduction to his commentary on Ezekiel, 
he said: "While the sacrifices in general and the ideas which 
they expressed were fixed and constant, the particulars, such as 
the kind of victims and the number of them, the precise quantity 
of meal, oil, and the like, were held non-essential, and alterable 
when a change would better express the idea." In further 
illustration, it may be remarked that in an Armenian village, 
where they cannot obtain wine for sacramental purposes, they 
use a mixture of soured milk and water. The lack of a desirable, 
habitual feature of worship canl1J)t prevent or vitiate the worship 
entirely. 

Professor Sir WiIliam Ramsay, lecturing at Mansfield 
College in April, argued that the course of religious history 
has not been one of continuous evolution upward, but includes 
a story of degenerations. The record of nearly 2,000 years 
in Asia Minor confirms his view. Mohammedanism, after 
nearly ten centuries' occupancy of the field, with all the internal 
and external influences making for progress, not only has not 
attained a higher stage of religious culture, but has in some 
respects distinctly degenerated. And Christianity, after a 
measure of ten centuries, and ten more in which to evolve its 
finest flower, is syncretistic, superstitious, distorted, and debased. 
There is a fair argument from analogy raised by the religious 
history of these twenty centuries since the Christian era that the 
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Old Testament view of the religious history preceding the 
Christian era is true; that Hebrew religion was pure high up 
the stream; and that some at least of the tributary fountains 
that swelled the current were corrupt and vitiating. 

Criticism argues that silence in regard to the historical 
observance of a rite proves that the rite is not known. It is an 
argument that must be used with caution, and is set aside by 
any pOSItive testimony. I once met a Greek villager, who said, 
poor fellow! that he heard that day the name of Christ for the 
first time in his life. What would be the critical inference in 
such a case? Imagine a set prayer for" mouse day," used 
every spring by Armenian Christians; or a priest "reading" 
from the Armenian Psalter over a Turk who sought his help in 
some affliction, without taking the trouble to learn from what the 
poor man was suffering; or the ecclesiastical appointment of 
Ps. lxvii. to be repeated at the sacrifice of a hen; or a metal 
cross cast into the sea for a Greek diver to seek in the hope of 
securing luck thereby; or reading from the Gospels at the four 
sides of a midsummer fire by night and then jumping through 
the flames; or regarding certain graves, groves, springs, and 
stones as sacred each to a certain saint; or any of a thousand 
and one divinations and incantations for the prevention and cure 
of disease. An Oriental Christian supposes that he is loyal to 
Christ, just as an ancient Israelite supposed that he was loyal to 
J ehovah. The modern worship of pictures and icons corresponds 
almost exactly with the tree and pillar worship of the Old 
Testament. N either was any part of the original dispensation; 
each was a snare to the people, was authorized and regulated by 
certain of the hierarchy, and was unsparingly denounced by the 
spiritually-minded. 

The twelve orders of dervishes are the successors of and no 
improvement upon the N azirites. They take the nezir or vow 
upon them still. A wandering Kaderi dervish, who was a guest 
in my house some months ago, told me that he was a Shukh
bazari, and then, to enlighten my ignorance, explained that Arabs, 
Circassians, and Shukhbazaris are "own brothers, children of 
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one father and one mother." He used a Scripture form of 
expression to make me understand that the three peoples 
possessed the same traits of character. 

On the Israelites leaving Egypt, three times it is narrated 
how they, especially the women, "asked (the word should never 
have been translated borrowed) of the Egyptians jewels of silver, 
and jewels of gold, and raiment. And J ehovah gave the people 
favour in the sight of the Egyptians, so that they let them have 
what they asked. And they despoiled the Egyptians." Th:is 
has been supposed to prove that the Israelites were free of moral 
obligations to foreigners. I think that interpretation would never 
present or commend itself to an Oriental as the meaning intended. 
When one party has been in service to another and the relation 
is terminated, the departing servant expects a present from his 
former master, anQ. the master expects to give it. The custom 
is of universal observance throughout the East, and especially 
women cannot be refused. Here is the natural explanation of 
the Hebrew boast when they were well on the desert road, 
" Aha! we spoiled the Egyptians." 

The pronunciation "Yawe" for the tetragrammaton is 
Western. The consonants are of more weight than the 
vowels in a Semitic word, and that pronunciation for J ehovah 
or Yahwe which omits the sound of the middle radical, h, is 
a Cockney pronunciation and certainly does not represent the 
original. 

The Oriental conception of government is Theocratic; high 
officers of the State can, if they choose, exercise priestly func
tions at any time. A she£kh, or head of a clan, may be either a 
civil or religious chief, and because of holding one position he 
has a right to the privileges of the other. An Oriental would 
expect such a leader as Moses to act as chief priest whenever he 
chose to do so, would expect to find Joshua ministering at the 
tent because he was Moses' representative, and would grant Saul 
the authority to offer sacrifice, and Ezekiel's prince the right to 
regulate it, if he wished. 

I t has been urged that J oab would not have fled for refuge to 
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the horns of the altar in Jerusalem, if the Deuteronomic cities of 
refuge had been already appointed. But from what I have seen 
in Turkey I should certainly expect a sanctuary so sacred as 
Jehovah's altar to be regarded as the safest possible place of 
refuge, whatever other sanctuaries there might be. In the recent 
massacres of the Armenians the helpless victims crowded into 
their churches, sure that Turks would respect the altar of God, 
if they had any mercy at all. And it showed the fierceness with 
which the Armenians were pursued, that they perished, like J oab, 
in the sacred precincts. 

In so far as there is any value in these paragraphs they go to 
show that some of the alleged contradictions of Scripture, with 
which the critics measure their strength, would never present any 
difficulty if viewed from the Oriental standpoint of the author or 
compiler; silence sometimes remains unbroken because there 
was no sufficient necessity for speaking; rules are subject to 
revision, and details may vary as need requires; and it is neces
sary to remember the chapter on "degeneracy" in the science 
of evolution. Archceology, in that limited field where its testi
mony is available, tends to confirm the accuracy and historicity 
of the writers of the Old Testament, which some criticism 
tends to minimize. Similarly OrientaIism tends to show these 
writers as decent citizens, fairly competent to grasp facts and 
state them in good faith. 

Where are the men who will do for the Old Testament what 
Professor Ramsay is doing for the New? I t is not enough that 
a young student should be able to read Arabic with the aid of a 
grammar, a lexicon, and a student-lamp made in Germany. He 
should go to the lands where the Old Testament history was 
made, cut loose from Europeans, and learn the vernacular of the 
people. He should eat at Bedouin tables, sleep in their tents, 
travel in their caravans, attend their worship, and live their life 
as one of them, amid the scenes of "the unchanging East." My 
own honoured teacher, Professor S. I. Curtiss, found the fascina
tion and the value' of such study, but alas! the end of his 
strenuous career was already just at hand. The field is open for 
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interpreters of the Old Testament, who will utilize the results of 
Criticism, Assyriology, and other learning, in the spirit \ of the 
OrientaIism that inevitably pervades the books. 

«ii«ii«ii~«ii 

ltbe 113aptist's Q.uestion. 
By LIEUT.-COLONEL G. MACKINLAY (LATE R.A.). 

I T has long been a disputed point whether John the Baptist 
was faithful or not in sending his disciples to Christ to ask 

the question, "Art Thou He that cometh, or look we for 
another?" (Matt. xi. 3). The casual reader may think that 
a dispirited prisoner had given way to despondency, and that he 
who had been a most bold witness was fast becoming faithless 
and unbelieving. 

A little investigation, however, shows that he was un· 
doubtedly right and true in acting as he did. 

Let us consider the general character of the Baptist. His 
was a very unusual combination of unbending firmness and 
boldness before men, with great humility before Christ. He 
sternly rebuked all sinners (Matt. iii. 7), and did not even spare 
King Herod (Matt. xiv. 4). Yet his delight was to magnify 
Christ (John i. 29), and to speak of himself in the humblest 
terms, when he said" I am not worthy to unloose" the latchet 
of my Master's shoe (John i. 27), and" He must increase, but 
I must decrease" (John iii. 30). 

Let us for the moment exclude from consideration John's 
question to Christ, and let us turn to the many other facts 
recorded about him in the Gospels. Living alone and apart, he 
faithfully fulfilled his position of great trust; he received very 
many commendations and not a single rebuke from Christ, 
though Peter and the rest of the disciples who companied with 
Jesus frequently failed and were often blamed. The explanation 
appears to be that John was filled with the Holy Ghost from his 
mother's womb (Luke i. 15). 
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Well did he fulfil his office as forerunner on three memorable 
occasions-some months before His birth (Luke i. 41-44); 
shortly before Christ's ministry (Matt. iii. I I ; John i. 26, 27); 
and about a year before the crucifixion, by his violent death 
(Matt. xiv. ro), for when Christ alluded to it, He said, "Even 
so shall the Son of man also suffer" (Matt. xvii. I 2, I 3). 

Christ and the Baptist were closely associated in. the minds 
of men; some even said that Christ was John (Matt. xvi. 14), 
and Herod also had stated the same (Matt. xiv. 2), thinking 
that John had risen from the dead. John and his teaching were 
held in high honour by Christ and His disciples; the latter asked 
to be taught to pr~y as John had taught his disciples (Luke xi. I). 
Christ had alluded to His forerunner as "the lamp that burneth 
and shineth" (John v. 35). After the Baptist's death Christ 
asked the Pharisees if the baptism of John were from heaven or 
from men (Luke xx. 4) ; and shortly before His own death He 
went to "the place where John was at the first baptizing . . . 
and many came unto Him" (John x. 40-42); as Bishop Ellicott 
remarks on this passage, "the enthusiasm which John had 
kindled still burns." Also John was mentioned by Christ after 
His resurrection (Acts i. 5). 

The Baptist had the high honour of being foretold by both 
the prophets Isaiah (xl. 3) and Malachi (iii. I). In the latter 
passage we infer that he is compared to the Morning Star, and 
linked to Christ in figure, who is likened to the Sun (Mal. iv. 2). 
This beautiful simile has hitherto attracted little attention, but 
it is evident from Luke i. 76-78; John i. 8,1 iii. 30,2 v. 35, 
viii. 12; Isa. ix. 2, etc.3 

1 On this passage the Rev. F. B. Meyer writes in " Life and Light of 
Men," p. 42: "He (the Baptist) knew that he was not the Light, but sent 
to bear witness of it; not the Sun, but the star that announces the dawn, and 
wanes in the growing light." 

2 "Mimpriss's Gospel Treasury," section xii., p. 132. 

S See Transactions Victoria Institute, vol. xxxviii., article on " The Morning 
Star in the Gospels," p. 242; also "The Magi; how ,they recognized 
Christ's Star." Both by the author of this paper. Hodder and Stoughton; 
shortly to be published In the former the employment of the figure, 
presumably when the Morning Star was shining, is used to confirm the date 
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We must, therefore, hesitate to impute a wrong motive to a 
man so very highly honoured in the Divine record unless the 
evidence of failure is clear and convincing. 

But, though John possessed such a noble character, it was 
otherwise with his followers; they were not above petty feelings 
of jealousy when they had previously said to their master, "Rabbi, 
He that was with thee beyond Jordan, to whom thou hast borne 
witness, behold, the same baptizeth, and all men come to Him" 
(John iii. 26). In his reply. John spoke most humbly of him
self, rejoiced in the state of things, and stated that Christ must 
increase, but he must decrease. 

Presumably, however, he did not convince his hearers, who 
must naturally have been much cast down when their leader 

. was shortly afterwards imprisoned. They may have doubted 
that Jesus really was Christ, as He did not liberate His 
faithful forerunner. They may have doubted His power 
or His will. They fasted, as had been their custom before, 
but, even then, Christ's disciples fasted not (Matt. ix. 14). 
This had puzzled them. John had not made it clear, so 
they came to Christ; but apparently they were not convinced 
even by Him. 

John waited for some time, until his disciples told him that 
Christ was performing very marvellous miracles of healing, 
even raising the dead (Matt. ix. 25, 26; Luke vii. 14-17); and 
then (Matt. xi. 2) he sent his disciples to Jesus, as we believe, 
for their own benefit. 

Why did John send to Christ at that particular time? 
John must have known from his earliest childhood that he 

himself had been foretold by the prophet Malachi (iii. I), because 
the angel before his birth, and his father Zacharias at his 
circumcision, had said so (compare Mal. iii. I with Luke i. 17, 
76).1 Accordingly, we find him constantly referring to Christ 
as Him that "cometh after me" (Matt. iii. 11; Mark i. 7; 

A.D. 29 for the Crucifixion. In the latter it is also used to help in determin
ing the date of the Nativity. 

1 See also Mark i. 2 and Acts xiii. 24. 
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Luke iii. 16 (inferentially); John i. IS, 27, 30; Acts xiii. 25; 
xix. 4). His followers also must have made themselves fully 
conversant with the writings of the prophet Malachi. 

Can we not, therefore, see that there was a special fitness in 
sending his disciples to Christ, who is the Sun of Righteousness 
with healing in His wings (Mal. iv. 2), at a time when His 
miracles of curing the sick were attracting the very greatest 
attention? . John would thus carry out his role of forerunner, 
figured by the Morning Star announcing the Sun, in sending his 
disciples to Jesus at such a time. 

In accordance with his usual reference to the prophet Malachi, 
the Baptist framed his question in the words, "Art Thou He 
that cometh?" He did not ask if Christ were the King of the 
Jews, the title given to Him by the Magi, neither did he employ 
any other of the many names for the Messiah used by the 
prophets of old. 

Christ replied, as we suppose John had expected, by drawing 
attention to His marvellous cures. The casual reader may not 
see the connexion; but when we remember the familiarity of the 
questioners with the Book of Malachi, we must plainly see the 
reference to Malachi iv. 2 already alluded to. Christ's appeal 
to His miracles was, consequently, a strong assertion of His 
Divinity, by showing that He fulfilled the prophetic Scripture; 
indirectly, too, it was a tacit confirmation of John's position, as 
the same prophet who spoke of the Sun Of Righteousness had 
also mentioned" My messenger ... before Me" (Mal. iii. I), 
which John applied to himself. 

Then Christ added a blessing on whomsoever was not 
stumbled in Him; we have seen that John's disciples had been 
tempted in this direction. The multitude, also, had been stumbled 
by finding Christ, who mixed freely with the people, acting so 
differently from the ascetic John; doubtless they said that both 
could not be right (Matt. xi. 16-19). 

There does not appear to be any ground for supposing that 
John himself had ever been offended or stumbled at Christ. 
On the contrary, he seems to have been endeavouring to remove 

28 
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the cause of stumbling from others; John, who himself did no 
sign (J ohn x. 41), on this occasion drew attention to the' 
wondrous miracles which attested Christ's divinity. 

Just after John's disciples had gone, Christ spoke with the 
utmost approval of His forerunner. He Himself most plainly 
confirmed the statements of the angel and of Zacharias that 
John fulfilled the prophecy of Malachi iii. I : "My messenger 
... before Me" (Matt. xi. 10). Thus, even though he was in 
prison, Christ stated that His faithful herald was bearing a bright 
witness. What an unparalleled and unique honour for a man, 
not only to be foretold by a prophet of old, but to be assured by 
Christ that the prophecy really applied to him! 

Christ followed this up by asserting that among them that 
are born of women there is none greater than John. I t is, 
therefore, surely impossible to suppose that any unworthy motive 
could have lurked in John's mind at this time, or Christ would 
not have bestowed these extraordinary honours. 

All the people and the publicans evidently understood that 
high praise was given to John, as we read they "justified God, 
being baptized with the baptism of John" (Luke vii. 29). 

Though his messengers had gone back, some report of his 
Master's words of high commendation must have reached the 
captive herald. We can well understand how those words must 
have solaced him in the following months of his dreary imprison
ment, which was only to end with his cruel death, and how 
cheerfully he must have "despised the shame," in view of the 
high praise given to him by his Lord. 

Christ, however, loaded John with further honours in this 
short discourse; again did He allude to Malachi's reference to 
the Baptist, this time under the figure of Elias (compare 
Mal. iv. 5 with Matt. xi. 14), and He concluded the subject by 
graciously classing together the opposite characteristics of 
Himself and of John, declaring that wisdom is justified of all 
her children (Luke vii. 35). 

The heaped-up encomiums given to John on this occasion 
negative the idea that Christ intended to convey the faintest 
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hint of rebuke to him, when He used the words, "Blessed is he, 
whosoever shall find none occasion of stumbling in Me" 
(Luke vii. 23). 

Christ never hesitated to rebuke His disciples when they 
erred; witness His unmistakable words to the disciples in the 
storm: "Why are ye fearful, 0 ye oflittle faith ?" (Matt. viii. 26) ; 

to Peter, sinking in the water: "0 thou of little faith, wherefore 
didst thou doubt?" (Matt. xiv. 3 I); to Peter, who had dared to 
rebuke Christ: .• Get thee behind Me, Satan" (Matt. xvi. 23) ; 
to doubting' Thomas: "Be not faithless, but believing" (John 
xx. 27). In none of these instances do we find praise at the 
same time. Conversely, when Christ praised His disciples, as, 
for instance, when He said to Peter, "Blessed art thou, Simon 
Bar-jona : for flesh and blood hath not revealed it unto thee, but 
my Father which is in heaven" (Matt. xvi. 17), there was no 
blame at the same time. 

Hence, we conclude, when John the Baptist sent to ask 
his question, since he received such very great praise from 
Christ, that true and faithful motives prompted his action. 

1tteran? 1Rotes. 
" LITERARY Rambles in France" is the title of a book by Miss Betham-

Edwards, which was published a little while since. I suppose 
Miss Betham-Edwards knows as much about the intellectual side of the 
French people and their country as anyone living. She has studied their 
ways and their homes, and seems to know every phase of their life. The 
volume is excellently illustrated. It was about the time of the appearance 
of this delightful book that Miss Betham-Edwards was the recipient of a 
testimonial in recognition of her twenty years of literary work. It may 
surely be accepted as a concrete fact that she has done not a little in 
cementing the firm friendship which now happily exists between our own 
nation and that of France by the writing of so many delightful, refined, and 
cultured books about the French people. Possibly she has achieved some 
of her charm of writing from the Lambs; for she is the niece of Sir William 
Betham, Ulster King-at-Arms, and Matilda Betham, who were great friends. 
of Charles and Mary. This new edition contains several photogravures. 

».».».».».». 
28-2 
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What should prove to be a volume of most alluring reminiscences this 
coming autumn is the memoirs of Mr. WaIter Crane, which he is now busily 
seeing tbrough the press. Artists' lives are always attractive; some particu
larly so by reason of their associations with the better things of life. In this 
last category we may place Mr. WaIter Crane. His work always possesses 
a tone at once intellectual and uplifting. There is nothing ever sordid or 
unpleasant in it. One may, just for the looking and a momentary thought, 
find in it a sermon full of strong and influential qualities. The book will give 
Mr. Crane's early impressions of life and experiences. These" items" of 
his career will form a consecutive account of his life as lived in many 
countries. There will be travel notes, and recollections of many distinguished 
persons he has met at different times during his life. Letters from many 
dead great artists, such as Lord Leighton, Sir E. Burne-Jones, William 
Morris, and G. F. Watts, will be found in the volume. Mr. Crane will also 
describe the various artistic, social, and political movements with which he 
has been associated from time to time, and the volume will contain several 
illustrations from his own very clever brush. 

~~~~1I1l~ 

Definite word has now come to hand as to the publication of those 
long-looked-for "Letters of Queen Victoria," which are being edited by 
Mr. A. C. Benson and Viscount Esher. The volumes-there will be three 
in number-will contain, as has already been mentioned in these pages, a 
selection from Her Majesty's correspondence between the years 1837 and 1861. 
They are to be published by the authority of His Majesty the King. The 
whole work, which will actually appear in October of this year, will undoubt
edly be the most important book of the present generation. On no previous 
occasion has the correspondence of a British Sovereign been published 
officially, and the work, which is to be copyrighted in America and translated 
into the leading European languages, must possess a unique interest for the 
whole of the civilized world. The first volume covers the correspondence of 
the Queen till the age of about twenty-five. The second volume covers the 
period dealing with the repeal of the Corn Laws, the Foreign Revolutions
and there were plenty of these-of which the most sensational incident will 
perhaps be found to be the story of the flight of Louis Philippe to Newhaven; 
while the third will deal with the Eastern Question, the Crimean War, the 
Indian Mutiny, entailing the transfer of the Government of India to the 
Crown, the China War, the Franco-Austrian War, and the struggle for a 
United Italy. The selection of letters terminates with the Prince Consort's 
life. 

~~~~~~ 

A new volume has just been published of "The Political History of 
England," which is being written by various authors under the direction 
and editorship of the Rev. Dr. Hunt and Mr. Reginald Lane Poole, M.A., 
Ph.D., who is editor of the English Historical Review, and a brother of that 
well-known student of Eastern history, Mr. Stanley Lane Poole. So far 
seven volumes have been issued: vols. I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, and I!. The new 
volume (vol. 6) is entitled" From the Accession of James 1. to the Restora
tion (1603-1660)," by Mr. F. C. Montague, M.A., Professor of History in 
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University College, London, who was at one time Fellow of Oriel College, 
Oxford. There will be eventually twelve volumes of this very important 
history. Each has an index and several maps, and the price per volume 
is 7s. 6d. net. But complete sets may be subscribed for through the 
booksellers at £4 net, which works out at 6s. 8d. per volume. The next 
volume will be "The Reign of Queen Victoria (1837-1901)," and may appear 
about the same time as the " Letters" mentioned in the previous paragraph. 
Mr. Sidney Low has written this volume. 

1\1\1\1\1\1\ 

The neurotic efforts of the unsettled, disruptive, modern intellectual 
minds are producing a plethora of books, which calls forth all the patience 
and long-suffering charity that the contemporary literary critic may happen 
to possess. On the one hand we get a large number of books-probably 
many of them are published at the authors' expense-supporting the new 
theories; on the other hand, we are-I write it with a very thankful spirit
able from time to time to report new books and new editions defending 
the old title-deeds of Christianity. Here we have, then, in the critical 
section, Mr. Worsley writing a volume on the" Concepts of Monism "
but really more a historical survey than an aggressive consideration of 
the subject; Rev. James H. F. Peile, M.A., Fellow of University College, 
Oxford, writing on "The Reproach of the Gospel," the sub-title of which 
is cc An Inquiry into the Apparent Failure" (the italics are ours) "of 
Christianity as a General Rule of Life and Conduct, with Especial Reference 
to the Present Time; being the Bampton Lecture for 1907." Then we 
have the Methodist Publishing House issuing a 628-page book, written 
by the Rev. Robert Ayres, and dealing with" Christian Baptism," a treatise 
on the mode of administering the ordinance of the Apostles and their 
successors in the early ages of the Church; the S.P.C.K. issuing the Rev. 
Dr. George E. Jel£'s book, "Sound Words," a devout and instructive work 
.on the Book of Common Prayer; Canon Robinson bringing out a new edition 
of his able and suggestive" Studies in the Character of Christ," at 6d. net; 
and the Rev. Thomas Waugh publishing, through the Methodist Publishing 
House, a new impression of his "Power of Pentecost: Chapters on the 
Relation of the Holy Spirit to Christian Life and Service," of which some
thing like 250,000 copies have already been sold. 

1\1\1\1\1\1\ 

Difficult to place are "The New Appreciation of the Bible," by 
Dr. W. C. Selleck; Mr~ Henry Waring's "Christianity and its Bible"; and 
Professor Rauschenbusch's "Christianity and the Social Crisis." I say 
" difficult" because they are not published with the definite object of belittling 
the value and authenticity of what the true believer holds dear. Dr. 
Selleck's object is to help those who desire to understand the best results of 
modern Biblical Scholarship, and the educational value of the Bible in 
modern life; while Mr. Waring writes from a liberal Protestant standpoint 
in detailing the history of the Bible and of the development of Christianity, 
together with a consideration of the religious problems of to-day. In the 
case of Professor Rauschenbusch we have an effort to set forth a vigorous 
and outspoken volume on the duty that rests upon the Christian Church 
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11 to transform human society into the kingdom of God by regenerating all 
human relations and reconstituting them in accordance with the will of 
God." 

lIIlIIlIIlIIlIIlII 

At the time of his death, a little while since, the Rev. Ethelred L. 
Taunton was engaged upon a Life of Cardinal Pole. It was in nowise in a 
completed state, and it is doubtful if it will ever be published. Mr. Taunton 
was the writer of many books dealing with the Roman Catholic Church, 
among which was" The History of the Jesuits in England," a guinea book, 
and which I noticed the other day had been what the publishers call 
" remaindered .. for a few shillings. 

~<ii~~~ 

1Rottccs of :fJ3ooks. 
SCIENTIFIC CONFIRMATIONS OF OLD TESTAMENT HISTORY. By G. Frederick 

Wright, D.D. Pp. 450, with 40 illustrations. Price $2'00 net. Oberlin, 
Ohio: The Bibliotheca Sacra Company. 1906. 

Every day we are being reminded that this is an age of science, but with 
many this term merely means mechanical science. Electricity has so taken 
up people's minds that they seem to be able to study little else, except 
perhaps it is biology, connected with the magic word" evolution." The two 
sciences, however, which Bible students are most called upon to study are 
geology and prehistoric archreology. The first of these is needed in order 
to show the manner in which living things appeared upon the earth. The 
latter is still more necessary, because it is concerned with the origin, 
antiquity, and primitive condition of man. On these points sceptical writers 
declare that modern science is utterly and hopelessly opposed to the early 
narratives in the Book of Genesis. 

Professor Wright in this book does not touch on the origin and antiquity 
of man, but he gives six long chapters to prove the credibility of the Deluge 
of Noah, and the reasons why geology strongly declares that such a flood 
took place. The greater part of his book is devoted to this subject. He begins 
with a chapter on the witness of the New Testament to the truth of the Old 
Testament. Then comes next a chapter on ancient Jewish History, which 
refers to the usual historical illustrations, and then another on Israel in Egypt. 
This last shows that famines in Egypt were by no means unusual in ancient 
times, as the prosperity of the country depended on the height of the 
inundation of the Nile. All this indicates that there is nothing improbable 
in the Biblical narrative, but monumental evidence is, of course, wanting. 
The whole later history of the Jews, however, is so based on the Exodus 
and the Egyptian sojourn that those events must have occurred, and by no 
other cause than the death of the firstborn and the departure from Egypt 
can the institution of the Passover be explained. As to the Exodus itself, 
Professor Wright examined the ground carefully, and agrees in the main 
with the view put forward by Sir William Dawson. 
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Dr. W right gives a special chapter on the physical preparation for Israel in 
Palestine. He shows how they were shut in by barriers on all sides, so that 
the people were isolated and protected from the idolaters by whom they were 
surrounded. The great route along the sea-coast leaves Jerusalem untouched, 
so that when Napoleon was asked why he had not captured Jerusalem, he 
replied that the city had no military importance whatever. As to the over
throw of Sodom and Gomorrha, Dr. Wright shows that, as all the southern 
part of the Dead Sea rests upon immense petroleum deposits, nothing is 
against some of these being ignited by fire from heaven, and he explains the 
passage of the Jordan by the Israelites by supposing that earthquake action 
raised the bed of the river. The six chapters on the Noachian Deluge 
are arranged under the following titles: "Traditions of the Deluge"; 
"Scientific Credibility of the Deluge"; "The Glacial Epoch as a Vera Causa"; 
"Evidences of a Deluge in Europe"; "The Evidence of a Deluge in Asia"; 
"The Deluge in North America." The days are long passed when sceptical 
writers could affirm that the Deluge of N oah was a physical impossibility, 
and they can only raise objections by misunderstanding the Scripture 
narrative and by fixing false impressions and interpretations upon it, which 
every student knows to be utterly inadmissible. Opponents of Noah's Flood 
have to answer the question: "How do you explain this universal legend of 
the Deluge if the Flood never occurred?" It is held by all the branches of 
the human race. For the able and striking geological discussion, we must 
refer our readers to the book itself. We are thankful to Professor Wright 
for a most interesting and valuable contribution to our knowledge. It cannot 
fail to prove of service to the cause of truth. 

THE GROWTH OF CHRISTIAN FAITH. By George Ferries, D.D. Edin
burgh: T. and T. Clark. Price 7s. 6d. net. 

We may be sure that a book that obtains notice from Professor Gwatkin in 
his recent work, " The Knowledge of God," must have some special features to 
recommend it; and so, indeed, we find it with this work, which is an attempt 
to state the case for the Christian religion at the present time. Part 1., in dis
cussing "The Preparation for Religion," calls attention to the fact that on 
the one hand religion is regarded as possessing an element of value, while 
on the other hand it ts opposed by the power and attractiveness of the 
material world as exhibited in recent science. The endeavour is therefore 
made to show how Christianity may be received and assimilated by those 
who are influenced by modem thought. The author discusses what- he calls 
the inveterate belief that a convulsive struggle is inevitable on the first 
approach of the soul towards real personal religion. He opposes this view, 
and considers that in our day a calm process of development is more 
fitting and promising. He then discusses different schools of Christian 
thought: those who submit to the authority of the Church; those who 
depend on the revelation as interpreted by reason and accepted by faith; 
and those who rest on the Bible and derive their complete system of 
theology from the Scripture. It is the second of these three classes that is 
particularly contemplated in the book. After a discussion of the philosophy 
of religion as it was treated twenty years ago by Principal Caird, we are 
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told that the whole subject requires fresh statement to-day, since men are 
now immersed in the life of sense, and cannot be expected to rise above 
materialism by pondering a point of psychology. The philosophy of to-day 
must take into account mental and moral facts as well as' material. Part n. 
discusses" Religion as an Established Fact of Life." Spiritual faith in its 
springtime is defined as "the choice of God and of righteousness." The 
progress of faith is then described, especially in relation to the Person and 
work of Christ. An advance in faith is shown to be necessary, because of 
the need of a fuller apprehension of God and righteousness. This leads on 
to the consideration of Christ, with special reference to His historical 
existence and His divinity. Belief in His divinity is seen to be reached 
through belief in His sinlessness, His love unto death, and His unlimited 
knowledge of God. The discussion of the Resurrection is well and force
fully carried out. Part Ill. treats of "Forgiveness through Christ," and 
while the author continues to give us much that is eminently suggestive 
and valuable, we are by no means sure that he presents an adequate 
view of the Atonement. It is curious, and yet not altogether surprising, 
that the Atonement is the rock upon which many systems of apologetics 
split. Part IV., consisting of only two chapters, deals with the teaching of 
St. Paul, Anselm, and Abelard, on the Atonement; and Part V. sums up 
results by stating Christianity as adapted to the modern age. For the 
particular attitude of mind contemplated by this book, it will doubtless 
prove a very definite and helpful message, though one weakness of the 
writer's position seems to us to consist in an undue fear of sudden conver
sion. It is quite impossible for us to refer to the many questions raised by 
this able and suggestive work. It is written in the full light of modern 
scholarship, and makes its point with great force and clearness. It is 
marked by fine sympathy with intellectual doubt, and though we cannot 
endorse all his positions, Dr. Ferries makes us think even when we disagree 
most. The book is not easy reading. Those who are prepared to give it 
very careful attention will be amply repaid for their trouble. 

THE BOOK OF THE PROPHET JEREMIAH. By the Rev. S. R. Driver, D.D. 
London: Hodder and Stoughton. Price 7s. 6d. 

Dr. Driver's aim is to" assist an ordinary educated reader to read the 
Book of Jeremiah intelligently, and to understand the gist and scope of its 
different parts." He truly says that the writings of the prophets are frequently 
found by many readers to be difficult to understand, and consequently 
unattractive, and it is with the view of removing obscurities and rendering 
Jeremiah and his book intelligible that the present volume has been written. 
There is a new translation, an introduction on the outline of the prophet's 
life and times, and the discussion of some of the literary features of his book. 
There are notes OD almost every page, together with fuller explanatory notes 
at the end and a glossary of archaisms in the R.V. The book is marked 
by all the clearness and definiteness of presentation which characterizes 
Dr. Driver's works, and while we may not accept all the positions laid down, 
the book will prove of the greatest possible service in all study of the work 
of the Weeping Prophet. 
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PAULINE AND OTHER STUDIES IN EARLY CHRISTIAN HISTORY. ByW.M. 
Ramsay, Hon. D.C.L. London: Hodder and Stoughton. Price I2S. 

Fifteen essays on miscellaneous subjects mainly connected with St. Paul 
and his times. While they are not such important contributions to New 
Testament study as Sir William Ramsay's former books, they provide the 
student with a vast amount of fresh and suggestive material. One essay 
is entirely new, and six others are practically new. The opening one 
on "Shall we Hear Evidence or Not?" is an able and convincing plea for 
permitting the Apostle to speak on his own behalf, and for recognizing the 
presence of a supernatural element in his life. The second and third essays 
deal with "The Charm of Paul" and "The Statesmanship of Pau1." 
Students of Church history will be especially grateful for the ideas sug
gested by the latter essay. Mr. Baring-Gould's luckless" Life of St. Paul" 
receives severe and well-merited treatment at Sir William Ramsay's hands. 
Other essays include" Pagan Revivalism and the Early Church," "The 
Worship of the Virgin at Ephesus," "The Permanence of Religion at Holy 
Places in Western Asia," and" Life in the Days of St. Basil the Great." 
The book is illustrated by maps, diagrams, and photographs. It is entirely 
superfluous to praise the work of so eminent a scholar and so original 
an investigator as Sir William Ramsay. It will suffice to say that no 
serious student of the New ,Testament can afford to overlook this book. 
No one can charge believers in the authenticity of the New Testament with 
obscurantism and unwillingness to listen to evidence as long as we have 
such powerful scholarship as is in evidence here. 

THE MODERN PULPIT. By Lewis O. Brastow, D.D. London: Macmillan 
and Co., Ltd. Price 6s. 

The author has just resigned the post of Professor of Homiletics in Yale 
University. This book evidently represents some of his teaching. It is 
"A Study of Homiletic Sources and Characteristics," and is an attempt to 
interpret the teaching of our day, estimating its value in the light of its 
distinctive characteristics. Chapter I. is an interesting sketch of " Prepara
tive Influences of the Eighteenth Century," with special reference to preach
ing. This is followed in Chapter H. by a consideration of the" Prominent 
Influences of the Nineteenth Century." Then we are introduced in 
Chapter Ill. to the "Prominent Characteristics of Modern Preaching." 
The rest of the book is taken up with an account of "Modern Preaching as 
represented by Different Nationalities and Religious Communions." The 
German, Anglican, English, Nonconformist, Scottish, and American preach
ing are successively brought under review, with representative preachers as 
illustrations. The characterizations are keen, discriminating, and deeply 
interesting. Judging from the accounts of the English preachers who are 
familiar to us, we should say that they are very true to fact, and reveal the 
author as a man of fine discernment and large-hearted appreciation. There 
are some slight mistakes in names and titles connected with the English 
Church, but this is hardly surprising. It is essentially a book for 
preachers, and no one could read and study it without deriving benefit. The 
author is a keen thinker, and the book calls for genuine attention from all 
who use it. 
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A MUCH-ABUSED LETTER. By George TyrrelI. London: Longmans, 
Green and Co. Price 2S. 6d. net. 

The publication of the letter which forms the substance of this book led 
to the author's expulsion from the Society of Jesus. A student of science 
wrote to Father TyrrelI, asking\ advice on intellectual difficulties, and this 
letter was the answer. Somehow or other the letter got into an Italian 
paper, with the result that Mr. Tyrrell soon experienced the power of the 
censorship, and subsequently was expelled from the Jesuit Order. One 
reviewer speaks of the publication of this book as " a theological event of the 
first magnitude," and it is difficult to say that this is an exaggeration. It 
shows, at any rate, that Rome has no place whatever for liberal thought, and 
that unless her followers are prepared to allow all their thinking to be done for 
them, they will not be allowed to hold any official position. When Father 
Tyrrell can write that the Roman Creed is not co-extensive with the mind of 
the whole spiritual world, and that "faith is not a share in the common 
Creed of the visible, but in the common vision of the invisible Church," 
we can readily see how far he is from orthodox Roman Catholicism. 
We are only surprised that he has not left that communion altogether. 
This inconsistency, however, is his own affair. All who are interested in 
theological problems as they concern the Roman Church in this country 
should by no means overlook this truly remarkable book. That its views 
should have come from a member of the Society of Jesus is a portent of no 
common order. 

INSPIRATION. By the late Frederick Watson, D.D. London: Society for 
Promoting Christian Knowledge. Price 6s. 

A contribution to the discussion of a perennially important subject. The 
author starts from the standpoint of faith, and endeavours to find out what 
inspiration really means. He believes that inspiration of the Bible differs 
from that of all other books in character and degree, and he adduces seven 
proofs of this conclusion. These include discussions on the Biblical doctrine 
of sin, the harmony, purity, and permanence of the Biblical teaching, the 
history of Israel, the comparison of Babylonian and Biblical religion, and 
prophecy. The author's general position is that the Bible contains both 
the perfections of God and the imperfections of man, and he holds that 
the problem of inspiration involves the solution of that most difficult 
of all problems-the co-existence of the Finite and the Infinite. What 
we fail to find satisfactorily dealt with is the question as to how far 
inaccuracy in things human and historical is compatible with a claim to 
Divine inspiration in matters that transcend history. It is obvious that our 
view of inspiration will be largely conditioned by our attitude to so vital a 
matter as we have now mentioned. While, therefore, the book contains a 
great deal of valuable material, its general conclusion is too inconsequent to 
be of real help. It is not enough to point out on the one hand marks of 
Divine inspiration, and on the other hand what the author believes to be 
marks of human errancy in the Bible. These two positions must be corre
lated if there is to be any satisfactory issue to the discussion. 
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THE FOURTH GOSPEL, ITS PURPOSE AND THEOLOGY. By Ernest F. Scott. 
Edinburgh: T. and T. Clark. Price 6s. net. 

The writer rejects the Johannine authorship of the Fourth Gospel, and 
dates it from the early years of the second century, and yet he writes 
strongly about the Gospel having nothing to lose by a fearless analysis of 

teaching in the"light of this view of its authorship. How far this position 
is tenable is open to most serious question. Thus the miracle of Cana 
is held to be symbolical (p. 37); the view is favoured that Paul is actually 
introduced into the Gospel under the figure of Nathanael (p. 47), and the 
account of the Baptist in the Fourth Gospel is regarded as quite at 
variance with that given by the Synoptics (p. 77). By importing the doctrine 
of the Logos into the Gospel record the author is said to have done violence 
to historical fact, and to have emptied the life of Christ of much of its 
real worth and grandeur while seeming to enhance it (p. 173). "The 
speculative theory can never be truly reconciled with the religious idea" 
(p. 205). The saving work of Christ, we are told, does not consist in the 
deliverance from sin, and John i. 29 is brushed aside as "a vague concession 
to the earlier doctrine" (p. 219). The new birth, in John iii., is to be 
viewed in two aspects-" as a magical, semi-physical change, and as a moral 
regeneration" (p. 282). These are only a few of the startling conclusions 
drawn, and, what is most surprising of all, we are told that the author of 
the Gospel wrote of Jesus" as he himself had known Him" (p. 360), and 
that he is not guilty of conscious invention, but prompted by a truly religious 
motive (p. 359). In spite of much brilliant writing and not a little spiritual 
insight, this book occupies an utterly impossible position. It is ingenious, 
but profoundly unsatisfactory. All.that is true in Mr. Scott's exposition can 
be completely brought into line with the hypothesis of the Johannine author
ship. As Dr. Plummer has recently said, " Criticism is not likely to confirm 
the ascription of the Gospel to one who had never seen the Lord," and it is 
impossible to believe that one who had seen the Lord could be guilty of the 
falsifications (we can use no milder term) attributed to him by the writer of 
this work. 

THE FIFTH GOSPEL. By the Author of "The Faith of a Christian." 
London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd. Price 3s. 6d. net. 

The anonymous author has prepared us by his former works for some
thing suggestive from his pen, and we are not disappointed with the present 
work. It is in many respects an interesting and freshly written account of 
Pauline Christianity. We say in many respects, but certainly not in all, 
or even in the most vital, for some of the author's views are decidedly 
inadequate. Thus, in discussing the Pauline doctrine of the Cross, we are 
told that it was on God's part "the suffering of the innocent that the guilty 
might see the exceeding sinfulness of sin." This is true, but by no means 
all the truth. N or in dealing with the Pauline doctrine of righteousness does 
the author escape the familiar confusion between righteousness on us and 
righteousness in us. These two points-the Cross and Righteousness-are 
vital in any true conception of the Pauline theology, and, indeed, constitute 
the Pauline Gospel. As long as writers avoid the element of substitution in 
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the Atonement and of imputation in Righteousness, they will never get to 
the heart of the Apostle's thought. It is, of course, true that substitution and 
imputation are not the whole of this thought, but they are certainly essential 
elements, and to omit them is not merely to render the Pauline Gospel 
inadequate, but to rob it of its very centre and heart. The purely personal 
part of the book, dealing with the Apostle's religious experiences, is very 
fresh and illuminating, as is also the discussion of the resurrection and the 
witness of St. Paul to the historicity of Christ. 

A MANUAL OF THEOLOGY. By Joseph Agar Beet, D.D. London: Hodder 
and Stoughton. Price 10S. 6d. 

The author is well known as one of the leading theologians of the 
Wesleyan Methodist Church, and in the present volume he provides a 
summary of his theological teaching. The book consists of eleven parts, 
and covers practically the entire field of theology. Starting from a discus
sion of Nature and God, it passes on to consider Christianity in contrast 
with non-Christian nations, and then confines attention to specific Christian 
truth. In the space given, even though there are close upon 600 pages, it 
has, of course, been impossible to do more than summarize the points dealt 
with. We cannot say that we are satisfied with Dr. Beet's view of the 
Bible, which seems to us to be neither clear nor consistent, and with vague
ness at this point it is not surprising to find vagueness elsewhere. Our 
attitude to the Bible determines everything. The teaching on holiness is 
good and suggestive, and there is much that is valuable on the discussion 
on the Church and the Sacraments, though Dr. Beet is labouring under 
some grave misconceptions as to the historical position and doctrinal teach
ing of the Church of England. Perhaps disproportionate space is given to 
eschatology, though this is not surprising in view of recent controversies in 
which the author has been embroiled in his own communion. He does not 
convince on this point, and it may be questioned whether he fully realizes 
the exact question at issue. The problem surely is not that of endless 
suffering, but endless sin. If our writers on eschatology would face this we 
might approximate to something like agreement. The book as a whole will 
be found more useful for reference than as a manual for constant use, and 
though Dr. Beet will not carry his readers with him even on many important 
points, they will not consult his book in vain. 

HOME PRAYERS. By A. Morris Stewart, D.D. London: A ndrew Melrose. 
Price 3s. 6d. net. 

The best test of a volume of Family Prayers is its practical use, and this 
book comes well out of the ordeal. We have used it day by day for a month, 
and have found it of real help. The prayers are at once simple and spiritual, 
Scriptural and suggestive; the only fault is that the prayers are somewhat 
short and too general, and we could wish that space had been saved for more 
intercession by the omission of the Lord's Prayer, which is given in full 
twice each day. In a second edition this alteration might well be made, but 
even as it is we warmly recommend the book for use at the home altar. 
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CRITICISM AND THE OLD TESTAMENT. By the Rev. H. Theodore Knight. 
London: Elliot Stock. Price 3S' 6d. net. 

This book is a simple rechauff'e of leading critics whose conclusions are 
apparently accept~d without question. That Robertson, Orr, Whitelaw, and 
Sayce have opposed these conclusions, does not seem to have come within 
the author's ken. He is like a tutor who, when asked by his pupil what he 
had read on the other side, replied, "There is none." Yet even Professor 
George Adam Smith has recently been compelled to admit very definitely the 
existence of another side to this subject. Whenever the average man, for 
whom this book is intended, comes to find this out, he will not feel very great 
confidence in Mr. Knight or his position. The author has a peculiar view of 
the Canon of the New Testament when he says that, "not until about one 
hundred years after the death of the last Apostle did the Books of the New 
Testament begin to be regarded with the same veneration as the Old." It 
would be very difficult to pack in a greater amount of misconception than is 
to be found in this sentence. 

THE MINOR PROPHETS, WITH A COMMENTARY. By the Rev. E. B. Pusey, 
D.D. Vol. IV., "Micah." Vol. V., " Jonah and Nahum." Vol. VI., 
"Habakkuk and Malachi." London: James Nisbet and Co., Ltd. Price 
2S. 6d. net each. 

We need not do more than call attention to these new volumes of this 
series. It is a most welcome reprint, and should be noted by all those 
who are giving attention to this part of Holy Scripture. Pusey is at once 
scholarly and spiritual, and as his characteristic ecclesiastical views are not 
particularly in evidence, these volumes can be read with profit by all. 

REASONS FOR FAITH. By the Right Rev. A. F. Winnington Ingram, D.D. 
London: Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge. Price 2S. 

This book represents a collection of five series of lectures and papers, 
including" Reasons for Faith," "Popular Objections to Christianity," "Old 
Testament Difficulties," "New Testament Difficulties" (first and second 
series). They are marked by all the author's intense sympathy and practical 
power. The treatment is, of course, essentially popular in character, and 
can hardly be said to go to the root of the questions discussed, but the book 
will prove useful, especially to clergy and other Christian workers in suggest
ing ways of dealing with difficulties concerning the faith. 

OUTLINE HISTORIES OF C.M.S. MISSIONS. Vol. In. London: Church 
Missionary Society. Price IS. net. 

The third and last of a series of volumes giving in outline the salient 
facts about the countries in which the missions of the C.M.S. are carried on. 
The histories of those missions are also outlined, the facts being stated in 
such a way as to help those who have to address children and others. All 
workers on behalf of foreign missions should make a note of this book. 
There are some practical hints by way of introduction, and then come 
chapters on Chinese, Japanese, New Zealand, and Canadian Missions. It 
is a storehouse of material carefully arranged for practical use. 
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A PASTORAL BISHOP. A Memoir of Alexander Chinnery Haldane, D.D. By 
Thomas Isaac Ball, LL.D. London: Longmans and Co. 1907. 
Price 6s. 6d. 

"I have endeavoured," says the writer of this memoir, "before all things, 
to set before my readers a human document." Let us say at once that he 
has achieved no small success. The book is not too long; it is clear in its 
pronouncements, and it is written with sympathy. And it is well written. 
It is, indeed, curiously one-sided in its attitude to certain vital questions of 
English Churchmanship, but the author never flinches from saying what he 
has to say with directness. For this we are grateful. It is well to know 
exactly where we are in such cases. The Churchmanship, both of the good 
Bishop and of his biographer, may be fitly described as" advanced"; indeed, 
it is difficult to reconcile it with the Churchmanship of the best periods of 
our Church's history. We cannot profess sympathy with many of the 
views expressed in this book; we believe them to be fundamentally at 
variance with the teaching of the New Testament and of the Prayer-Book. 
Yet Bishop Haldane was a saint, and the spiritual fervour of his character is 
shown all through this memoir in a fashion not to be mistaken. For that 
reason it is worth reading, and we hope it will be read-not least by those 
who dissent from its sacerdotal tendencies. 

THE HISTORIC CHURCH. By J. C. V. Durell, B.D. Cambridge University 
Press. Price Ss. 

A book that, on every page, shows the results of careful and independent 
research. The period examined by the author is what is known as the 
" sub-Apostolic" age of the Church. A most helpful examination of all the 
Christian writings of that period is given, and the evidence as to the concep
tion which their writers formed of the Christian Church is duly set forth. 
With this book to guide him, and a copy of Lightfoot's " Apostolic Fathers .. 
at his side for reference purposes, the student will be well equipped for the 
profoundly interesting task of studying the" origins" of the Christian Church 
theory. We do not say that we find ourselves in agreement with everything 
the writer says, but we gladly bear witness to the thoroughness and scholarly 
acumen of his book. 

THE SUBCONSCIOUS. By Joseph Jastrow. London: Constable and Co. 
A book of really first-rate importance to the psychologist. To the 

ordinary reader it cannot but prove a hard-indeed a very hard-nut to crack, 
for it abounds in questions that go to the root of things, and these involve 
close reasoning and abundant time for reflexion. The study of the sub
conscious element in human nature bids fair to render many treatises on 
psychology out of date; but its value cannot easily be overrated. 

THE MASTER OF THE WORLD. By Charles Lewis Slattery. London: 
Longmans and Co. Price Ss. 

A book of rare charm, and, like Latham's" Pastor Pastorum," abounding 
in germ-thoughts which are likely to bear much fruit in the heart of the 
sympathetic reader. One may, perhaps, best describe the book as a life of 
Christ from within. It is "the mind of the Master" that the writer seeks to 
apprehend; the details of His life become valuable here rather as the vehicle 
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for ideas than as things, in themselves, of first consequence. The necessity 
for adequate treatment of the historic evidence is thus subordinated to the 
still higher necessity of getting at the implied truth behind the facts. 

A SELECT GLOSSARY. By Archbishop Trench. Edited by Dr. A. Smythe 
Palm er. Routledge and Sons. Price 2S. 6d. 

We are indebted to author and editor alike. Nothing is more interesting 
than the history of words, a subject on which the Archbishop was so great an 
authority. The history of words, like that of human beings, is liable to 
degeneracy or elevation. This book is a proof. The purist is often caIied 
a faddist, but after all, as words express thoughts, they cannot be used 
too carefully or advisedly. It would be impertinent in us to recommend 
anything written by such a master of his subject. 

STRAY THOUGHTS. By L. H. M. Soulsby. Longmans, Green and Co. Price 
2S. 6d. net; in leather, 3s. 6d. 

These are deep and heartening thoughts-thoughts from a reverent and 
cultured mind that seeks to introduce sanctified common sense into the sick 
chamber. Writers of poetry and prose are aptly used. Her own comments 
are always pointed and well worth pondering. Samuel Rutherford, the man 
" acquaint with Christ," is freely quoted. It is a book to help us, whether 
we are well or ill. . 

GOSPEL FOUNDATION TRUTHS. By Rev. H. Falloon. Chas. J. Thynne. 
Price IS. 

The truths here taught are indeed Gospel and fundamental. The 
addresses on the spiritual life are omitted in this second edition. Clear
ness, simplicity, and apt illustration are distinctive marks. We wish it a 
wide circulation. 

A CYCLOPAmIA OF NATURE TEACHINGS. Elliot Stock. Price 3s. gd. 
This half-price edition is as invaluable as it is cheap. Its motto might 

be taken from Wordsworth: "Come into the light of things; let Nature be 
your teacher." The Christian teacher will here find a great storehouse of 
illustration of the best and most arresting kind. Writers of all kinds are 
pressed into the Christian service, and 2,000 extracts from their works are 
admirably selected. Dr. Hugh Macmillan contributes an excellent intro
duction. 

BYPATHS IN NATURE. By Frank Stevens. R.T.S. Price 2S. 6d. 
Mr. Stevens is a bright and reverent teacher. He trains the eye to see, 

instructs and interests the mind, and directs it to God. The world of Nature 
opens out and witnesses to the Divine Creator. There are seventy-two good 
and original illustrations by F. P. Smith. 

FRIAR'S LANTERN. By G. G. CouIton. London: James Clarke. Price 
3s. 6d. net. 

This novel pricks the bubble for the modern sentimental medievalist. By 
a species of thought-transference the two chief characters, a Ritualist clergy
man and a Romanist priest, are translated from modern to medieval England 
and France. The stern facts of those rude days are forced upon them with a 
terrible vigour and irony. Our advice to Romanizing friends is, "Take up 
and read." Our one objection is that the literary disguises are too thin. 
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This could have been avoided without marring the main purpose of the book. 
It shows us the scandalous state of clerical morals, and reveals the fact that 
the reverence of moderns is spheres above that of the medievals. The 
so-called" ages of faith" were, as a matter of fact, ages of doubt and despair 
for the true-hearted. The rules of St. Francis were ignored less than one 
hundred years after his death, and his loyal followers burned. The cruelties 
and injustices of the medieval inquisition were beyond belief. 

PERIODICALS AND PAMPHLETS. 

THE OXFORD AND CAMBRIDGE REVIEW. No. I. June, 1907. London: Archibald Con
stable and Co., Ltd. Price 2S. 6d. net. 

A new aspirant for public favour which comes at a very appropriate time, when the 
Universities of Oxford and Cambridge are having fresh attention called to themselves and 
their needs. The primary object of the Review is "to provide a meeting-place in which 
those who have the welfare of both Universities at heart may come to a fuller understanding 
of their common points of resemblance and dissimilarity, and seek by free discussion the 
answer to some of the questions that confront them." A hitherto unpublished essay by 
·John Stuart Mill is a very welcome contribution. Mr. Arthur C. Benson writes briefly and 
usefully on " Introspective Literature." The first of a series of papers on " The Religion 
of the Undergraduate" deals with religious life in Oxford. and is by Mr. W. Temple, B.A. 
Another useful article is " The Public Schools and the College System." Other contribu
tions are" Athleticism at the Universities," by Dr. Foakes-Jackson; "Some Lessons in 
Co-Education from the United States," by Mrs. Bertrand Russell; and" Politics at the 
University," by Viscount Wolmer. This new Review thus starts well on its course, and 
ought to realize fully the objects of its promoters. We shall look forward to the next 
number with real interest. 

WHO WAS JESUS? OR, THE VIRGIN BIRTH AND THE NEW THEOLOGY. By A Layman. 
London: Elliot Stock. Price 6d. net. 

A thoughtful and earnest attempt to show that" the Virgin Birth has strong presump
tive evidence of its truth, and also that it agrees with the distinctive facts and tendency of 
the Christian Gospels." 

BIBLE STORIES FOR YOUNG READERS. Nos. 5, 6, 7, 8. London: James Henderson and Son. 
Price Id. each. 

A continuation of the series noticed last month. Two of these deal with Joseph and 
two with Moses. The stories are well and simply told. 

LIVINGSTONE COLLEGE YEAR-BOOK, 1907. Leyton: Livingstone College. Price 6d. 
A record of a year's work at the Medical Missionary Training College, presided over by 

Dr. C. F. Harford. 

GORDON'S TOMB AND GOLGOTHA. By A. W. Crawley·Boevey, M.A. London: J. F 
Coulton. Price IS. net. 

A brief account of the reputed tomb of our Lord and the place of His crucifixion. It is 
published by the committee responsible for the purchase of the property. A clear and 
useful account. 
PRAYERS FOR EVERY DAY. PRAYERS FOR YOUNG MEN. London: Simpkin, Marshall 

and Co. Price IS. per dozen, net. 
Two useful compilations, mainly from the Prayer Book. 
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